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Abstract
In the past decade, increasing demand and rapid developments in classical and quantum
sciences resulted in advanced novel multipixel single photon detector arrays engineered
on a single electronic chip. Silicon single photon avalanche detector (Si-SPAD) is one of
the mainstream solution for low level light detection in visible and near-infrared wave-
length region due to the dependable amplification of light signal. This thesis mainly fo-
cusses on three key experiments to showcase the potential applications of a single photon
detector (Megaframe 32) consists of 32×32 square array Si-SPADs with picosecond tim-
ing circuits. With ≈ 50 ps timing resolution, each SPAD can perform time-correlated
single photon counting independently. First, the concept of multiplexed single-mode
wavelength-to-time mapping (WTM) of multimode light was investigated. The space-
time imaging capability of the Megaframe was then demonstrated by imaging the spatial
modes emerging from a few-mode fibre enabling WTM of spatial modes. Finally, time-
resolved discrete imaging in laser inscribed photonic lattices was demonstrated. By plac-
ing a photonic lattice in a linear cavity and re-injecting the output mode profile back to
the lattice, the propagation of light was measured in quasi-real time manner. The exper-
imental demonstrations using Megaframe will find applications in Raman spectroscopy,
soliton imaging, quantum optics, and discrete waveguide optics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and background
1.1 Introduction
Based on Einstein’s light quantum hypothesis, light is composed of individual packets
of discrete energy, referred as photons. Generation, detection, and applications of sin-
gle photons acted as the emerging technologies in modern physics. In the visible and
near-infrared spectral region, these photons have an energy as low as 10−19 J. The limits
in measuring certain quantities of single photons are outlined by Heisenberg uncertainty
principle [1]. One of the major area of single photon research is in quantum information
applications, where single photons are used to encode, manipulate, and securely shar-
ing informations [2]. Quantum computing relies on the superposition of quantum states
known as qubits and detecting these states with high accuracy. As a potential candidate
in quantum computing, photons can be replaced with qubits in advanced quantum com-
puting applications [3]. In optical quantum simulators, N indistinguishable single photon
states are used for the quantum information processes [4].
The explosive growth of quantum information technology have driven into the develop-
ment of single photon detectors for sensing and imaging applications. A single photon
detector is an extremely sensitive device capable of registering light at single photon level
in most of the photon-starved applications. For example, in time-of-flight laser ranging,
the energy of reflected laser signal from the target is extremely low and efficient single
photon detectors are used for image acquisition [5]. In biophotonics and medical appli-
cations, the emission rate of the samples upon excitation is very low and the emission
occurs in short time scale. In order to detect these low level signals, efficient and reliable
single photon detectors are essential [6].
Early stage single photon detectors were single pixel detectors such as Photomultiplier
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Tubes (PMT) and Avalanche Photodiodes (APDs). The poor mechanical stability and rel-
atively larger physical size are the major drawbacks of PMTs despite of their larger active
area. Also, the timing response of PMTs are of the order of 1 ns due to the fluctuations
in the electron transit time from cathode to anode [7]. This means that PMTs are not a
good candidate for applications were higher detection efficiency and low timing jitter is
required. On the other hand, APDs requires higher operating voltage and they produces
higher noise levels which forbids their applications in photon-correlation measurements.
These single pixel detectors are not the mainstream solution for imaging applications
since they are not offering any spatial resolution. Scanning the object and recording the
data at specific position is a solution but this may lead to position related error and longer
data acquisition time.
Single Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) replaced PMTs and APDs in many applications
due to its enhanced detector characteristics. The benefits of SPADs includes compactness,
high photon detection probability, low biasing voltage, and ease to modify design for
specific application. The SPADs are usually operate in room temperature, but they may
be cooled to reduce the noises in detection. SPADs are based on avalanche photodiode
structure reverse biased above breakdown voltage (Geiger mode) [8]. Once the photon is
absorbed, the generated electron-hole pair is multiplied by avalanche process generating
more electron-hole pair. Today, SPADs are extensively used in many scientific fields
where the photon intensity is extremely low. Some of the applications of SPADs involve
physics [9], chemistry [10], biology [11], fluorescence spectroscopy [12], single molecule
detection [13], astronomy [14], optical time-domain reflectometry [15], sensing [16].
Silicon based SPADs (Si-SPADs) have been long used as single photon detectors in visible
and near infrared spectral region due to the self-sustaining avalanche process [17,18]. Si-
SPADs offer low dark counts, high detection efficiency and high count rate in the visible
to near infrared range. Due to the bandgap of silicon, the wavelength region of Si-SPAD
is limited to 400 nm to 1100 nm. As a consequence of the enhanced efficiency of Si-
SPADs below 1 µm, they are extensively used as a detector in single photon counting
applications. Even though Si-SPADs offers high detection efficiencies in the visible to
near infrared spectral region, conventional SPAD fabrication technology is complicated
and expensive [19]. Also, the process required to produce reach-through APD structure
limits the cointegration of electronic circuits in large array SPAD fabrication.
Recent developments in single photon detector technology enables many single photon
detectors fabricated on a single electronic board providing both the temporal and spa-
tial informations for space-time imaging applications. The integration of larger arrays
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of SPADs with the electronic circuits is possible with complimentary-metal-oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) process [20]. The cointegration enables individual detectors with low
dark noise and low timing jitter. The technology provides special class of multipixel sen-
sors which can measure the arrival time of photons with high precision similar to single
pixel detectors. In time-of-flight and time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
applications, each pixel in the array can perform individual measurements with dedicated
electronic circuitry.
Progress in nanometer scale CMOS technology have driven to the integration of detec-
tors and converter functions on single chip to create monolithic TCSPC system. The
Megaframe 32 (MF32) is one of such single chip array consisting of a 32×32 square
array of Si-SPADs capable of performing independent time-resolved measurements with
picosecond timing resolution. Each pixel acts as an individual detector channel with dedi-
cated timer electronics reducing the power consumption and complexity [21]. Each SPAD
has a 10 bit time-to-digital converter (TDC) fabricated with a combined coarse-fine archi-
tecture spanning a dynamic range of ≈ 54 ns. The fast timing response and low power
consumption of the SPADs in the Megaframe are achieved by the two ring oscillator de-
sign [21]. This permits the array to perform TCSPC measurements such as florescence
life time imaging (FLIM) [22], multiplexed wavelength-to-time mapping [23], and light-
in-flight imaging [24]. Alternatively, the device can perform photon counting, where the
pixels measures the number of photon events within a predefined exposure time.
1.2 Aim
The works presented in this thesis investigates the potential applications of the Megaframe
in a variety time-resolved photonic applications. To show case the time-resolved imaging
capability of the Megaframe, this thesis presents three experimental demonstrations- mul-
tiplexed single-mode wavelength-to-time mapping (WTM) of multimode states of light,
real-time imaging and WTM of spatial modes in a few-mode fibre, and time-resolved
discrete imaging in laser written optical waveguides.
Recent demonstrations in real-time Raman spectroscopy have exploited single-mode fi-
bres (SMFs) and single photon detector in combination with TCSPC to acquire Raman
spectra. The concept is based on WTM, a process occurs when a light pulse propagates
in a dispersive medium. This demonstration of WTM for spectroscopy is restricted to
the use of one single photon detector and SMF which drastically affects the signal ac-
quisition rate [25]. The low light collection efficiency of SMF and increased tolerances
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to misalignment is another key issue in the already demonstrated WTM system for spec-
troscopic application. To address these issues, the first experimental demonstration of
multiplexed single-mode WTM of multimode states of light was performed using a mul-
ticore fibre-photonic lantern (MCF-PL) and the Megaframe. The efficient collection of
light to the fibre is achieved at the multimode end of the lantern, at the same time en-
abling the transmission and processing benefits of SMFs by distributing the multimode
states of light into the single-mode cores in a scalable manner. The temporal and spatial
resolution for the WTM system can be provided by Megaframe by coupling the single-
mode cores onto individual pixels. The pixels in the Megaframe can be used as individual
detector channels for enhanced signal-to-noise ratio.
To investigate how the WTM system can be used in a multimode environment, multi-
plexed WTM of spatial modes was performed in a few-mode fibre (FMF). A quasi real-
time imaging and WTM of propagating modes in a FMF was demonstrated for the first
time using the TCSPC capability of the Megaframe. The conventional multimode fibre
characterisation techniques such as interferometry and phase shift techniques are time
consuming and requires complicated calibration of the propagating modes. The spatial
mode WTM system offers mode parameter measurement resolution comparable to other
existing characterisation techniques and does not require any complicated calibration.
This spatial mode imaging technique will find applications in time-stretch spectroscopy
offering more degrees of freedom by utilising higher order modes.
Lastly, the evolution of light in coupled optical waveguide lattices is studied using the
Megaframe. In the current coupled optical waveguide lattices, the propagation loss of
light in the waveguides limits the observation of discrete light phenomena over long lat-
tice length. One way to overcome the loss is to use single photon sensitive detectors
to detect light even at the single photon level. Using state-recycling technique, discre-
tised propagation of light in 1-dimensional photonic lattices were demonstrated with the
Megaframe. By imaging waveguide modes onto individual SPADs in the Megaframe,
the propagation of light in the lattices were monitored in real-time. So far, the discrete
imaging in waveguide systems is restricted with the use of charge coupled device (CCD)
cameras which can only provide the spatial distribution of light in waveguide modes. Ex-
ploring the TCSPC capability of the Megaframe, the hopping of light in 1-dimensional
(1D) lattices were demonstrated for the first time which cannot be possible with any other
existing imaging techniques.
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1.3 Impact in scientific community
The research presented in this thesis would have great impact on broad scientific commu-
nity. The beneficiaries of the presented research includes life science researchers, optical
scientists, and users of laser ranging systems. In life science, the demonstration using
Megaframe would allow the user to acquire low intensity level fluorescence signals with
fast time sampling capability. The most demanding medical applications such as FLIM,
confocal microscopy, and biological analysis requires single photon sensitivity and large
number of pixels. The conventional imaging systems such as CCD cameras and electron
multiplying EMCCDs suffers slow readout and slow time response. With well calibrated
Megaframe pixels inconjunction with the multiplexing capability of MCF-PL, the signals
from biological samples can be recorded with high frame rates. The technique could be
integrated in Mars/Moon rovers for designing a real-time light weight Raman spectrome-
ter for acquiring Raman signal with high mechanical stability.
The time-resolved imaging capability of Megaframe would benefit scientists in moni-
toring ultrafast phenomena in wide range of applications. For example, time-resolved
imaging of tissues deep inside human body can be performed with increased accuracy,
fast sampling rate, and with increased contrast. In soliton physics, the Megaframe can be
used to study the evolution of solitons for long time scale.
In laser ranging applications, the technique facilitate improved multimode signal collec-
tion efficiency along with excellent mode matching for heterodyne mixing. Similarly,
in discrete optics, the scientists could benefit from the time-gated imaging capability of
Megaframe in observing discrete phenomena. The long time scale photonic phenomena
such as Bloch oscillations [26, 27] , Anderson localisation [28], and Talbot’s effects [29]
can be easily explained with individual detector channels of Megaframe which is impos-
sible with conventional imaging systems. The research will open a new route towards the
realisation of hybrid analogue-digital simulators.
Overview of the Thesis: This thesis discusses different experimental works performed to
showcase the potential applications of the Megaframe. Theoretical backgrounds of single
photon detectors and waveguide optics is given. Three experiments were performed and
discussed with theoretical interpretation in this thesis.
Chapter 2: Single photon detectors and their applications: This Chapter reviews com-
mon single photon detectors and their applications, TCSPC technique, and the Megaframe
32 detector.
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Chapter 3: Guided wave optics - background: This Chapter reviews guided wave op-
tics. A literature review on fibre optics is given. Photonic lanterns and light propagation
through a photonic lantern are explained briefly.
Chapter 4: Multiplexed Single-mode wavelength-to-time mapping of multimode light:
Characterisation of a MCF-PL and the demonstration of multiplexed WTM using MCF-
PL and the MF32 is given. The efficient coupling and reformatting of multimode states
of light from the MCF-PL onto a subset of pixels at the Megaframe is discussed.
Chapter 5: Quasi real-time imaging and wavelength-to-time mapping of spatial modes
in a few-mode fibre: Quasi real-time imaging and WTM of spatial modes in a FMF using
the Megaframe will be explained in this Chapter. The relative modal delay, chromatic
dispersion and effective group refractive index measurements of propagating modes will
be given with relevant theory.
Chapter 6: Time-resolved discrete imaging in photonic lattices using state-recycling: In
this Chapter, quasi real-time evolution of light in periodic photonic lattices using state-
recycling technique will be explained with theoretical justifications.
Chapter 7: Conclusions: The summary of all experiments reported in this thesis is
given in this Chapter. The future possibilities using the demonstrated experiments are
also given.
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Chapter 2
Single photon detectors and their applications
2.1 Introduction
Single photon detectors are a crucial element in classical and quantum sciences which
can convert low level photon signal into some sort of measurable electrical signal. This
review Chapter attempts to introduce some of the early stage single photon detectors and
their applications along with a novel multipixel single photon detector for time-resolved
imaging applications. Though there are detectors which are designed to resolve photon
numbers in an optical signal, this Chapter only reviewing non-photon number resolving
single photon detectors. The Chapter describes single photon detector technologies such
as PMT, microchannel plate PMT (MCP-PMT), APD, and SPAD. A review on TCSPC
technique and applications of TCSPC are also included in the Chapter. This Chapter also
introduces a multipixel single photon detector, Megaframe 32, to the reader with its key
characteristics and applications.
2.2 Single photon detectors
This Section describes the working principles and applications of commonly used single
photon photoelectronic detectors such as PMT, MCP-PMT, APD, and SPAD.
The key parameters which describes the performance of single photon detectors are,
Timing jitter: Timing jitter represents the variation in the time interval between the ab-
sorption of a photon and the generation of an output electrical signal from the detector. A
low timing jitter indicates better timing accuracy for photon counting applications.
Dead time: The time during which the detector unable to register photons after the detec-
tion of a photon. This is usually the reset time for a single photon detector.
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Spectral range: The wavelength range over which the detector can operate.
Dark count: Number of false events registered by the detector. The common source of
dark counts in single photon detectors is the thermal noise.
Detection efficiency: The ratio of number of photons detected to the input photons.
Photon number resolution: The ability of the detector to resolve multiple incident pho-
tons.
Noise equivalent power: The most widely accepted quantity in characterising a single
photon detector is the noise equivalent power (NEP). The NEP can be expressed as [31],
NEP =
hc
λη
√
2D (2.1)
where, h is the plank’s constant, λ is the wavelength of incident photon, η is the detection
efficiency and D is the dark count rate.
2.2.1 Photomultiplier tubes
PMT is a photoelectronic detector which can convert low intensity light signals into a
measurable electric current, combining photoelectric effect and secondary electron emis-
sion. The PMT was the first device to demonstrate single photon counting capabili-
ties [32]. A PMT is a non-thermionic vacuum tube consisting of an input window, fo-
cussing electrodes, dynodes and anode. The secondary electron multipliers used in PMTs
are classified into two types: the normal discrete dynodes consisting of multiple stages and
continuous dynodes such as microchannel plates [33]. In a PMT, photons pass through a
window and impact on an electrode consisting of a photoelectric material known as the
photocathode [34]. The photocathode absorbs energies at specific photon frequencies and
emits electrons as a result. The dynodes emits secondary electrons when electrons from
cathode are incident on them. The arrangement of dynodes are made in such a way that
the electric field between them results the electrons produced by one dynode strikes the
next one causing the multiplication of secondary electrons after many stages. A schematic
diagram of a PMT is given in Fig. 2.1.
Light at shorter wavelength region passes through the input window is focussed onto the
photocathode. The input window, usually made of glass limits the spectral sensitivity of
the incident light. The light excites the electrons in the photocathode and photoelectrons
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a photomultiplier tube.
are emitted into the vacuum. The emitted photoelectrons from the photocathode are fo-
cussed onto the first dynode using the focussing electrodes where they are multiplied by
means of secondary electron emission. This process is repeated by each of the successive
dynode and a large number of photoelectrons is collected at the anode. To accelerate the
secondary electrons from the dynodes, a higher supply voltage must be provided to each
successive dynodes. The voltage drop for each dynode is provided by a voltage-divider
circuit [35]. The timing jitter of PMTs and other single photon detectors are expressed as
the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the instrument response function. The typical
timing jitter of a PMT in visible and near infra-red regions is ≈ 300 ps FWHM [36]. This
time response is determined by the time required for the photoelectrons to travel from
cathode to the anode after being multiplied and the the transit time difference between
each of the photo-electron. For a PMT with N dynodes, each with secondary electron
coefficient α, the multiplication factor Mpmt is given by,
Mpmt = α
N (2.2)
For a PMT with 10 dynodes and α = 4, the Mpmt is 106. Usually, PMTs have gain which
lies in the range 104 and 107 [37].
Microchannel plate photomultiplier tubes (MCP-PMT) offer wide-band width range mea-
surements down to the picosecond timing levels as well as low-light-level detection at the
photon counting level. Figure 2.2, illustrates the structure and principle of a microchan-
nel plate. A microchannel plate is a two dimensional array of glass capillaries with an
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a microchannel plate. This figure is
adapted from [35].
internal diameter of around 10-20 µm stacked into a thin disk. Each microchannel wall
is secondary electron emissive and the wall ends are covered with a thin metal film that
acts as an electrode. By applying a voltage across the capillary, an electric field is created
in the direction of the channel axis. After a wall-electron collision, secondary electrons
are accelerated by this field in the direction of the electric field. Due to the repeated sec-
ondary electron emission along the capillary, a large number of electrons are produced
and collected at the end of the microchannel. As the result of this continuous multiplica-
tion process, the transit time for the photo-electrons is short and hence MCP-PMTs offers
better timing jitters, down to ≈ 20 ps compared to basic PMTs [38].
The ability of PMTs to detect light at the single photon level makes them an efficient de-
tector in TCSPC experiments [39]. Today, PMTs are extensively used as photodetectors in
spectroscopy [12], medical diagnosis [40], environmental applications [41], fluorescence
life time imaging (FLIM) [39], flow cytometry [42].
2.2.2 Avalanche photodiode
APD is a semiconductor based photodetector, which is operated with a high reverse volt-
age. The diode is formed by a junction of a p-type semiconductor and an n-type semicon-
ductor. The semiconductor materials include silicon (Si), germanium (Ge) and compound
semiconductors. A p-type semiconductor is formed by doping Si with a trivalent impu-
rity such as boron. Since boron has only three valance electrons and Si has four valance
electrons it would lead to a p-type semiconductor where holes are the majority charge car-
riers. An n-type semiconductor can be formed by doping Si with donor impurities such
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as phosphor. The doping would lead to electrons as the majority charge carriers since
phosphor has five valance electrons.
Semiconductors can be explained in terms of an energy band diagram [43, 44]. In semi-
conductors, the energy band diagram will show the electron energy levels such as the
valance band (EV) and the conduction band (EC). The difference between the minimum
conduction band energy (EC) and the maximum valance band energy (EV) is known as the
bandgap energy (Eg). The Fermi level (EF) lies within the energy bandgap of the semi-
conductor in which the position is determined by the carrier concentration. In an intrinsic
semiconductor for temperature above 0 K, EF is located approximately in the middle of
the band gap energy as the concentration of the electrons in the conduction band is equal
to the concentration of holes in the valance band as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). At higher tem-
peratures, the conduction band fills up as the electron-hole pair generates through thermal
excitations. The rate of electron-hole pair formation is equal to the rate of electron-hole
recombination in intrinsic semiconductors.
E
Eg
EC
EF
EV
E
EC
Edonor
EV
E
EC
EV
Eacceptor
a) Intrinsic b) Extrinsic with n-type doping c) Extrinsic with p-type doping
Figure 2.3: Energy band diagram of intrinsic and extrinsic semiconduc-
tors above 0 K: a) intrinsic semiconductrs without any impurities b) n-type
semiconductor. At higher temperature, the conduction band fills with elec-
trons and the Fermi level lies close to the conduction band. c) p-type semi-
conductor. At higher temperature, electrons from the valance band are pro-
moted to the acceptor level leaving holes behind. The Fermi level lies closer
to the valance band.
The Fermi level of extrinsic semiconductors lies close to the donor or acceptor energy
level. For an n-type semiconductor above 0 K, the Fermi energy lies close to donor
energy level as the concentration of electrons in the conduction band is higher than the
concentration of holes in the valance band as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). Similarly, for a
p-type semiconductor at higher temperatures, the acceptor level fills up with electrons
leaving holes behind. The Fermi energy lies close to the acceptor level due to the higher
concentration of holes in the valance band, as shown in Fig. 2.3 (c).
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When a p-n junction is formed, electrons diffuse from n-doped region into the p-type
region where they combine with holes, and vice versa. The result is a depletion region
that is depleted of majority carriers. When applying a voltage to the p-n junction, electrons
and holes moves from one side to another depending on the biasing conditions. In forward
bias, the positive terminal of the voltage source is connected to the p-type material and
negative terminal is connected to the n- type material so that holes are injected into the
p-type material and electrons into the n-type material.
EC
EF
EV
hν
Hole
Electron
p n
Incident
photon
Figure 2.4: Energy band diagram of a p-n junction in reverse biased condi-
tion. When a photon gets absorbed in the depletion region, an electron is
promoted from the valance band (EV) to the conduction band (EC), leaving
a hole behind. A high internal electric field will generate in the depletion
region which accelerates the electron.
However, when the diode is reverse biased, n-type is at higher potential than the p-type.
At the barrier of the p-type and n-type semiconductor layers, more electrons and holes
diffuse and recombine. The concentration of the majority carriers increases and the de-
pletion area widens with a high internal electric field in the region. The strength of the
depletion region electric field increases as the applied external reverse-bias voltage in-
creases. When a photon is absorbed in the depletion region an electron-hole pair will be
formed and become separated by the internal electric field [43]. Fig. 2.4 shows the energy
band diagram of p-n junction in reverse biased condition.
If the external electric field is high enough, the drifting electrons gain kinetic energy
and excite more electrons in the semiconductor lattice by colliding with the atoms in the
lattice. In this case, the secondary electrons also excite more electrons and the internal
current increases due to the impact ionization effect starting an avalanche of electrons (see
Fig. 2.4). APDs have an internal region where electron multiplication occurs, by applying
a high external reverse voltage, and the resulting gain at the output signal means that low
light levels can be measured at high speed.
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The basic APD design consists of a p-i-n structure given in Fig. 2.5. The diode consists
of a thin region where the electric field is high and a low field substrate region. The diode
is reverse biased under high voltage. A depletion region is formed between the highly
doped n+ and p region. Since n+ region is heavily doped, the electric field is high in
the depletion region. The spectral sensitivity of the APD depends on the side where the
photon gets absorbed. If the photon strikes at the n+ region, then the APD is sensitive
from 450 nm to 1000 nm. If the photon strikes at the p+ region, then the APD is sensitive
from 200 nm to 800 nm [45].
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of reach-through structure of an APD in
reverse biased. n+-heavily doped n region, p+-heavily doped p region, p-
lightly doped p region, and i- intrinsic region. The bottom Figure presents
the electric field profile. This figure is adapted from [45].
Multiplication gain
When the applied electric field increases, the carriers gain the required kinetic energy to
begin the impact ionisation. If αe is the impact ionisation rate for electrons and βh is the
impact ionisation rate for the holes, the expression for impact ionisation rate vs electric
field E is given by [46],
αe(E) = aee
(−be/E)ce (2.3)
βh(E) = ahe
(−bh/E)ch (2.4)
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where ae, be, ce, ah, bh, and ch are constants. The parameter which determines the band-
width and noise in then material is the k-ratio, which is the ratio between the hole and the
electron ionisation rates. the k-ratio is given by,
k =
βh
αe
(2.5)
For an electron multiplication material, the k-ratio must be small and for a hole multipli-
cation material, the ratio must be as larger as possible for low noise.
The gain can be expressed as the ratio of multiplied total current to the initial injected
current. The multiplication gain M is classified according to the carrier which initiates
the ionisation. For the case were the hole induces multiplication and αe 6=βh, then gain M
can be expressed as [46],
M =
1
1−
[∫ w
0
αe(E) exp
{
−
∫ x
0
[αe(E)− βh(E)]dx′
}
dx
] (2.6)
where w is the width of the multiplication region. The expression for electron multiplica-
tion gain can be obtained by interchanging αe and βh in Equation 2.6.
Noise and signal-to-noise ratio
The performance of any single photon detector is highly depends on the noise in the
detector. These noise sources are classified into three: photon shot noise, detector dark
noise, and amplifier noise.
Shot noise is inherent to the signal and arises due to the discreteness of photons in a signal.
The shot noise can be expressed as [47],
ishot noise =
√
2qIphM2F∆B (2.7)
where q is the electron charge, Iph is the photogenerated signal current, M is the detector
gain, F is the detector excess noise factor, and ∆B is the electrical bandwidth of the
detector.
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The detector dark current in an APD is not related to photon signal. It arises from two
sources, the noise due to detector dark current and the excess noise from the internal
amplification mechanism of the detector.
The expression for noise current due to detector dark current can be obtained by replacing
Iph with ID in Equation 2.7. However, the noise source in an APD entirely depends upon
the operation mode of the diode. The expression for shot noise for the diode in photocon-
ductive mode can be obtained by replacing Iph with IDark and setting F, M to 1 in Eq. 2.7.
In this mode, the shot noise of the dark current is relatively large and dominates the noise
of the diode.
In photovoltaic mode, the dark current is negligible. The expression for Johnson noise
which arise from thermal fluctuations is given by [47],
ij =
√
4KT∆B
Rsh
(2.8)
where K is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature of the photodiode,
and Rsh is the shunt resistance of the photodiode. The Johnson noise measurement of
different detector systems can be used to calculate the Boltzmann’s constant with high
accuracy [48].
There are two other sources of noise in APDs, noises from afterpulse and crosstalk. Af-
terpulses happens when the trapped carriers from the primary avalanche in the pixel re-
leases and induces a secondary avalanche after a certain time compared to the primary
avalanche. Crosstalk occurs when the emitted photons from the primary avalanche in one
pixel triggers an avalanche in the neighbouring pixel.
The detector amplifier noise entirely depends on the amplifier combinations of the sys-
tem. The amplifier feedback resistor is the predominant source of noise in the amplifier
system. The load resistor should be small compared to the shunt resistor of the photodi-
ode to minimise the noise. The second source of noise in the amplifier circuit depends
on the terminal capacitance of the detector. The detector capacitance should be small to
minimise this noise. The third component is the shot noise from the amplifier input bias
current (Ib).
The total noise from the amplifier circuit is given by [47],
itot =
√
I2shot + I
2
Rsh + I
2
b + I
2
f + I
2
v (2.9)
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where Ishot = signal induced shot noise + detector dark noise, If and Iv are the amplifier
resistor noise current and voltage noise current respectively.
The amplifier noise and the photodetector dark noise contributes the total noise of the
detector system. The photon shot noise varies with different input signal level. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detector system can be written as [47],
SNR =
IphM
itot
(2.10)
A low SNR in the photodetector is the limiting factor in most of the photonic applications.
Therefore its crucial to select the detector specifications with low noise levels and high
SNR.
Geiger mode
The current gain in an APD can be enhanced by operating the APD in the linear mode
(Region III in Fig. 2.6). The internal current gain is determined by the bias voltage. If the
bias voltage is set above the breakdown voltage then a self-sustaining avalanche current
will be created. The difference between the applied bias and the breakdown voltage is
known as overbias or excess bias. The probability that a carrier or an electron-hole pair
initiates a current pulse is strongly depend on this parameter.
IIIIIIIV
VA
itot
dark
illuminated
Bias region
Figure 2.6: Current-voltage characteristic of a photodiode.
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When biased above the breakdown voltage (Region IV in Fig. 2.6), APDs are capable of
detecting light at single photon level. The operating mode is called Geiger mode. When a
single photon is absorbed at the depletion region, a free charge carrier is generated which
triggers an avalanche current. The generated carrier initiates further impact ionisation
events and the current proportional to the excess bias voltage. A diode is in Geiger mode
when it meets the condition [49],
1 ≤
∫ w
0
αe(E) exp
(∫ w
x
[βh(E)− αe(E)]dx′
)
dx (2.11)
The biasing voltage at which the Equation 2.11 is an equality is termed as the biasing
voltage.
The diode remains in the avalanche multiplication state which will only stops when the
bias voltage drops. This is usually enhanced using a circuit known as quenching circuit.
The Geiger mode is characterised by avalanche initiation probability [50], the probability
that the avalanche become self-sustaining. The current formed by an avalanche in the
Geiger mode has a fast rise time (≈ 1 ns).
Quenching circuits
The self sustaining avalanche current must be quenched in order to prevent overheating
and therefore the self destruction of the device before the next avalanche process. The
design and selection of a quenching circuit is important since it effects the dead time
of the SPAD. There are three types of quenching circuits applied to detectors: passive
quenching, active quenching and gated quenching circuits. The simplest passive quench-
ing circuit is a high impedance load connected in series with the APD as given in Fig. 2.7.
When a photon is absorbed in the active volume of the APD, the external current builds
up by the consecutive multiplication process. The voltage drop across the load resistor
(RL) builds up so that the bias voltage on the APD reduces below the breakdown volt-
age. During the avalanche, most of the external bias voltage drops across (RI). In a few
nanoseconds, the external current becomes negligible and the device is again biased over
the breakdown voltage waiting for the arrival of new photons. The maximum count rate
of the device depends on the recharge time of the diode (t = RC), where C is the capac-
itance of the diode [43]. Passive quenching circuits have a slow recovery time compared
to active quenching. For a Si-detector of active area 1 mm2, the typical value for the series
resistor is 2.5 MΩ and the typical diode capacitance is 1 pF. The reason for this high load
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Figure 2.7: Simplest passive quenching circuit. This figure is adapted
from [9].
impedance is that, the asymptotic current should be lower than the quenching current.
This leads to a recharge time of 2.5 µs [8].
An alternative to passive quenching is active quenching [43]. Figure 2.8 is an example of
active quenching circuit. Active quenching can be implemented by forcing the avalanche
quenching using an external circuit that suddenly reduces the APD bias when a current
pulse is detected. The diode is biased from a low load resistor (100Ω). The amplitude
of the quenching pulse must be equal to or higher than the overbias. When a photon
event induces an avalanche, it triggers a fast comparator in the circuit and switches the
current in a transistor pair. A negative pulse is generated an superimposed with the bias
current which quenches the avalanche. The external circuit can be a pulse-booster circuit
or a combination of electronic switches and external DC power supplies. The purpose of
this mode is to avoid the slow recovery from the avalanche pulses in the passive mode.
Sufficient time must be given to the carriers to leave from the high electric field region and
the bias voltage must be restored above the breakdown voltage value. If the carriers are
trapped in the detector after an avalanche, they will initiate further avalanches once they
are released and lead to the afterpulsing effect, which will distort the signal. However,
active quenching is more complicated than the passive quenching since it requires more
components in the quenching circuit.
In gated mode quenching the bias voltage is increased above breakdown voltage for a
certain time. This time is the expected time for the photon event. However, this quenching
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mode is only recommended when the distance from the target is known for the gating.
Figure 2.8: An example of active quenching circuit. This figure is adapted
from [18].
2.2.3 Single photon avalanche diode
The APD that works in Geiger mode is called SPAD. When a single carrier is optically
excited in the depletion region, a self sustaining avalanche current will develop in the
depletion region. Figure 2.9 presents the structure of a SPAD with photo-absorption and
multiplication region. The initial absorption of a photon generates an electron-hole pair
at the photo-absorption region. The multiplication of carriers continuous as the applied
reverse voltage sweeps the electrons to the multiplication region of the SPAD. Thus the
avalanche proceeds after the carriers generated by the absorption of an incoming photon
until the quenching current is applied. Following an avalanche, a SPAD is unable to detect
further photons for a short period of time known as the dead time.
Si-SPADs have been used for a variety of applications in the 400 nm to 1100 nm spectral
region for the past several decades [17, 18]. Depending on the volume of the depletion
region, Si-SPAD detectors can be divided into two categories, thick junction SPADs, with
depletion layer thickness of few tens of µm or thin junction SPADs with a depletion
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Figure 2.9: SPAD with photo-absorption and electron multiplication re-
gions. The illumination side is coated with anti-reflection (AR) material
for maximum photon absorption efficiency. A reverse voltage is applied to
accelerate electrons to the multiplication region.
layer thickness of typically a few µm [51, 52]. The thick-junction silicon SPADs have a
breakdown voltage (VB) of 200–500 V with fairly wide active area, and diameters ranging
from 100 µm to 200 µm. The quantum efficiency of thick-junction SPAD is very high in
b)
a) b)
Figure 2.10: Comparison of thick (a), and thin (b) junction Si-SPAD de-
signs. This figure is adapted from [9].
the visible region, above 50 % over all the range from 540 nm to 850 nm wavelength [8].
The highest peak efficiency of about 65 % at 650 nm is achieved using a 180 µm diameter
thick high purity silicon absorber combined with an active quenching circuit and a cooling
circuit [53]. Thin-junction SPADs have typical breakdown voltage (VB) of 20–50 V with
a small active area diameter ranging from 10 µm to 50 µm. The quantum efficiency of
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thin-junction SPADs in the visible range is about 45 % at 500 nm and decreases to 32%
at 630 nm and to 15 % at 730 nm and about 0.1 % at 1064 nm [8].
A comparison of thick and thin junction Si-SPAD designs is given in Fig. 2.10. The
active area of the thick junction SPAD is heavily doped which is denoted as p+. Once
the photgenerated carrier is depleted in the p layer, diffusion of the carriers takes place in
the surface p+ layer. The lightly doped p layer acts as the guard ring which avoids edge
breakdown. When the avalanche current is generated, the buried p+ layer provides a low
resistivity path to the current [52].
Figure 2.11: The timing jitter measured for thick-junction Perkin Elmer
Si-SPAD and thin-junction MPD Si-SPAD. The thick-junction SPAD has
higher timing jitter than thin-junction SPAD. The timing jitter of thick and
thin-junction SPADs are 320 ps and 70 ps FWHM respectively. This figure
is adapted from [44].
Like all other single photon detectors, SPADs can be characterised in terms of timing
response. The time response of the SPADs can be measured using TCSPC technique (see
Section 2.3). Figure 2.11 shows a comparison of timing jitter for a Perkin Elmer thick-
junction Si-SPAD and a Micro-Photon-Device (MPD) thin-junction Si-SPAD measured
at λ = 850 nm using TCSPC. The timing resolution is usually quoted with the FWHM
of the curve. However, timing jitter obtained from TCSPC technique consists of jitter
contributions from the laser source, SPAD, and the timing electronics [64].
The ability of SPADs to produce measurable external current in photon-starving con-
ditions has positively contributed to numerous fields such as basic quantum cryptogra-
phy [65], astronomy [14], single molecule detection [13], fluorescence spectroscopy [66],
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Detector Timingjitter (ps)
Detection
efficiency
Dark count
rate
Operation
Temperature
(K)
Si-SPAD
(shallow
junction) [54]
35 49% @550nm 25 Hz 250
Si-SPAD (thick
junction) [55]
400 65% @650nm 25 Hz 250
InGaAs-SPAD
(gated) [56]
370 10% @1550nm 91 Hz 200
InGaAs-SPAD
(self diff-
erencing) [57]
55 10% @1550nm 16 KHz 240
PMT (Visible-
NIR) [58]
300 40% @500nm 100 Hz 300
PMT
(infrared) [59]
300 2% @1550nm 200 Kz 200
NbN
nanowire [60]
60 0.7% @1557nm <10 Hz 3
ID281
nanowire [61]
50
80%
@400-2500nm
<100 Hz 0.8
Hybrid
photodetector
[62]
95 25% @600nm 1 KHz 300
Tungston
transition edge
sensor [63]
90 000 88% @1550nm 10 Hz 0.1
Table 2.1: Comparison of single photon detectors and their relative merits.
sensor applications [16], photon correlation technique [71], 3D imaging [49].
The selection of single photon detectors for applications depends on the detector operating
parameters and possible outcome. The wavelength of operation and the light power are
important factors in detector selection. For example, in photon correlation measurements,
the detectors with high efficiency and fast timing response are the desired parameters.
Table 2.1 lists some of the single photon detectors with their performance characteristics
taken from open literatures. It is crucial to understand these parameters when selecting
detectors for the given application.
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2.3 Time-correlated single photon counting technique
TCSPC [67] is a digital technique that counts photons that are time correlated with a
pulsed light source. As shown in Fig. 2.12, the basic TCSPC set up consists of a master
clock, pulsed light source, photon counting card, and the single photon detector.
Master clock
Pulsed light source Single photon 
detector
Photon counting
 card
Start Start Stop
Stop
Figure 2.12: Basic experimental set up for TCSPC.
The counting process starts when the master clock sends an electrical signal to both the
pulsed light source and the photon counting card. The detector sends the stop pulse to
the photon counting card when a photon from the pulsed light source or a dark event is
detected.
This process is repeated for many signal periods and the original optical waveform will
be reconstructed by adding the individual signals from all measurements. The arrival time
of each event within the signal period will be recorded and added in a memory location
with an address proportional to the detection time of photons. This process is repeated
for many signal periods and the original optical waveform of the pulse will build up in
the memory from the distribution of the photon arrival times. The general principle of
TCSPC is given in Fig. 2.13.
If the number of photons in the optical pulse is more than one, the system will only register
the first photon in the histogram. The probability of detecting photons is therefore greatly
reduced if more than one photon is present in a single signal period. The histogram
will show an over-representation of early photons which results in the distortion of the
optical signal. This effect is known as photon pile up. The intensity of the pulsed light
source must be very low in order to avoid pulse pile-up and hence the distortion of the
signal. Generally, one of the timing pulses (either START or STOP pulse) to the timing
electronics will be a single photon.
Figure 2.14 represents a classic TCSPC setup. The TCSPC electronics for signal pro-
cessing consists of constant fraction discriminator (CFD), Time-to-Amplitude converter
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Pulse 1
Pulse 2
Pulse 3
Pulse 4
Pulse 5
Pulse 6
Pulse 7
Pulse 8
Pulse n-2
Pulse n-1
Pulse n
Photon 
counts
Arrival time
Figure 2.13: Principle of TCSPC. For each signal period, the TCSPC timer
records the arrival time of photons. The original optical waveform is then
reconstructed from the histogram of photon arrival times.
(TAC), Amplifier (AMP), Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) and the digital memory.
The CFDs in the START and STOP inputs analyse the shape of the individual pulses.
Unlike a leading edge discriminator, the CFD module triggers at a zero cross point which
is independent of input pulse amplitude. In a leading edge discriminator, the trigger-
ing occurs when the leading edge of the generated electrical pulse reaches a predefined
threshold. The disadvantage of leading edge discriminator is that it would introduce a
large amplitude jitter which will effectively increase the timing jitter of the detector in the
order of pulse rise time. The principle of leading edge discriminator is given in Fig. 2.15.
In the constant fraction discrimination method, the input signal is split into two parts.
One part is delayed and inverted while the other part is low pass filtered. A zero-crossing
point is detected and recorded by summing the undelayed pulse and the delayed and
inverted input pulse as given in Fig. 2.16. The cross over point is independent of the pulse
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Reference from 
   light source
Detector
CFD
CFD
TAC AMP ADC
Memory
Histogramstart
stop
Figure 2.14: Classic TCSPC set up. CFD- constant fraction discrimina-
tor, TAC- Time-to-Amplitude converter, AMP- Amplifier, ADC- Analog-
to-Digital converter.
amplitude.
Input pulse
Trigger 
Threshold
Timing jitter
Figure 2.15: Example of leading edge triggering and the corresponding
timing jitter. The resulting timing jitter is proportional to the rise time of
the pulse.
The outputs from the CFD will feed into the TAC. The TAC is essentially a linear voltage
ramp generator that is started by one signal and stopped by the other. The TAC generates
an output voltage which is dependent on the temporal position of the photon. The result
is a voltage signal that is proportional to time difference between the START and STOP
signals. In conventional TCSPC setups, a capacitor is used as the TAC where the START
signal switches the voltage on and the STOP pulse switches the voltage off. The signal
from the TAC is then passed into the amplifier where it is amplified. The amplified sig-
nal is then fed to the ADC and the ADC will generate a digital equivalent of the photon
detection time. This digital value will be added in the memory location corresponding to
the arrival time of photons. This process is then repeated for each signal period and a his-
togram of photon distribution is constructed. The original waveform can be reconstructed
from this histogram.
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Input pulse
Delayed pulse
Difference Zero cross point is
independent of amplitude
Figure 2.16: Principle of constant fraction triggering.
There are two different operating modes in TCSPC measurements. The forward START-
STOP mode and the reverse START-STOP mode [67]. In the forward mode, the synchro-
nisation pulses from the light source is connected to the START input. The advantage of
this mode is that no shifting delay line is required and the photon events with long retar-
dation time will be represented in the latter part of the histogram. The disadvantage of the
forward mode is that the probability for the detector to detect the STOP signal is very low.
If the TAC circuit is started by the START pulse, and does not detect the STOP signal, the
circuit needs to reset. This will lead to a delay in the measurements. This can be avoided
by operating in the reverse TCSPC mode. In the reverse START-STOP TCSPC mode, the
signal from the single photon detector provides the START signal and the synchronisation
signal from the light source will provide the STOP signal. The delay in the measurement
from the electronics can be greatly reduced in this mode since the TAC always detects the
STOP signal. The disadvantage of the reverse mode is that the triggering signal from the
light source requires a long delay so that it reaches the TAC input after the signal from the
detector [68].
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2.4 The Megaframe 32 detector array
Single photon detectors in combination with TCSPC provide an insight into photophys-
ical and photochemical reactions in numerous fields. However, the use of one single
photon detector limits their applications in time-resolved photonic imaging due to longer
acquisition time. Rapidly increasing demands in devices for imaging applications have
driven the development of novel multipixel single photon detector arrays engineered on
a single electronic chip which can provide both temporal and spatial informations for
time-resolved photonic applications. One of such device is the Megaframe 32, which
has already found application in fluorescence lifetime [22], multiplexed WTM [23], and
light-in-flight imaging [24].
Supercontinuum
Generation
Wavelength
Selection
PhotonicuLanternuand
MCF
SPADuArray
Start-Arm
ElectronicuTimeuDelay
Stop-Arm
PulseduLaser
a) b)
Figure 2.17: a) A photograph of Megaframe 32 detector on the electric
board b) Micrograph image of MF32 with 32×32 SPAD pixel array. Scale
bar, 800 µm.
The device was fabricated in the CMOS Sensors and Systems Group at the University
of Edinburgh by Dr. Robert Henderson and team. The MF32 consists of 32×32 square
array of Si-SPADs biased in Geiger mode with single photon sensitivity [22]. Figure 2.17
(a) shows a photograph of the Megaframe 32 with its electric board and Fig. 2.17 (b)
represents a micrograph image of Megaframe with 32×32 array SPAD pixels. The pixels
can act as individual detector channels which can operate either in the TCSPC or in the
photon counting mode, forming an imaging array. The MF32 can be operated with a
variety of light sources from high performance pulsed laser to cheaper pulsed diode lasers.
The SPADs are spaced on a 50×50 µm square grid with an active area of ≈ 6 µm and
the SPAD array exhibits a physical fill factor of ≈ 1 %. The key SPAD characteristics are
given in Table 2.2.
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Active diameter 6µm 
Pixel dimensions 50µm × 50µm 
Pixel fill factor 1.1% 
Breakdown voltage ≈13V 
Typical excess bias voltage 1.2V 
Peak photon detection efficiency at 1V excess bias  ≈28% 
Peak photon detection efficiency wavelength at 1V excess bias 500nm 
 
Table 2.2: Key SPAD characteristics.
2.4.1 Megaframe design and TDC architecture
32×16 pixel array
32×16 pixel array
32 serialiser cells
32 serialiser cells
Address decoder
32 columns of 16×10 bits
32 columns of 16×10 bits
Readout direction
32 serial I/O pads
32 serial I/O pads
Figure 2.18: Megaframe camera block diagram
A block diagram of Megaframe camera is presented in 2.18. The 32×32 array is subdi-
vided into top half and bottom half each with 32×16 array segments [69]. The 16 element
columns in each segment are serialised with dedicated readout circuitry. The address de-
coder selects pixels from one row of each segments for the readout simultaneously. To
transfer data off-chip, one serialiser cell and one I/O pads has been assigned to 16 pixel
column in each segment. Therefore, a total of 64 I/O pads are used for the data readout.
The MF32 sensor can support a maximum frame rate of 1 Mfps with a readout bandwidth
of 10.24 Gbps (or 500 Kfps at 80 MHz with a readout bandwidth of 5.12 Gbps). Two
deserialiser blocks are used to read data from pixels from each half of the segments. The
deserilaser generates 32×10 bit data from 32 pixels on the selected row. The sensor
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supports a programmable region of interest, allowing specific rows and columns to be
disabled. The disabled rows and columns are skipped in the data readout process. A
detailed description of the Megaframe camera architecture and firmware can be obtained
from [69]. Table 2.3 summaries the key readout system parameters.
Metric Value 
Maximum frame rate 500kfps/1Mfps 
Pixel data width 10 bits 
Pixel array dimensions 32 × 32 
Frame size 32 × 32 × 10 = 10.24kbits 
Readout interface 64 serial data pads @ 80/160MHz 
Readout bandwidth 10.24kbits@ 1Mfps =  10.24Gbits/s 
 
Table 2.3: Key readout system parameters.
The time-of-arrival measurement in the MF32 detector is performed with the TDC. As
mentioned earlier, in the conventional TCSPC technique, the TDC module consists of
TAC and the ADC. The tasks performed by the TAC and ADC can be performed with
the TDC in the MF32 detector. The selection of TDC design in array detector is dif-
ferent from the single pixel devices as the system requires complicated readout and data
processing circuitry. The resolution, power consumption and fast readout aspects are the
key considerations in TDC design. Due to the flexibility in achieving high time reso-
lution, complexity, and accuracy, Gated Ring Oscillator (GRO) approach is used in the
Megaframe TDC.
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states of the internal nodes of the ring at this precise moment in time are then decoded 
to extract a fine conversion contribution. Coarse and fine bits are combined to form a 
10bit output, which is buffered into memory to allow for pipelined readout, to 
minimi e conver io  dead time and maximise potent al frame rate. The logic block 
generates ring oscillator differential control signals using only high-speed 
combinatorial logic to avoid flip-flop setup and hold violations. 
Figure 112: GRO TDC Block Diagram 
The multiplexer block allows a photon counting mode where the GRO is bypassed to 
enable the detector output to directly increment the counter.  
The TDC is instantiated along with the SPAD, memory and glue logic to create the 
pixel which forms the basic building block of an array. A simplified representation of 
this pixel showing how the TDC is integrated is shown in Figure 113.  
Figure 113: GRO TDC-Pixel IO 
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Figure 2.19: GRO TDC block diagram. This figure is adapted from [69].
The flexibility of GRO approach allows the TDC block configured to act in one of the
two modes. In photon counting mode, the detector will detect and count the number of
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photons within a particular time window. In TCSPC mode, the pixel performs a reverse
START-STOP measurement. In this mode, the photon detected by the detector during
a frame will trigger the START signal followed by the periodic STOP signal from the
laser source. For each pixel, the TDC will generate the digital equivalent of the time
difference between the START and the STOP signal based on delay times. Since the TDC
is configured in the reverse START-STOP mode, the pixels only triggers when a photon is
detected. This reduces the power consumption in pixels which is ideal for fast data read
out process in photon detectors.
A combined coarse-fine architecture is employed in TDC design. The GRO TDC consists
of a ring oscillator and ripple counter as shown in Fig. 2.19. The output signal from
the pixel is fed to the logic block upon photon stimulation. The logic block enables the
ring oscillator and ripple counter. The ripple counter generates coarse time to digital
conversion for each ring period. For the fast data read out, the coarse and fine bits are
combined and buffered to the memory. In photon counting mode, the multiplexer uses to
bypass the detector output directly to the counter.
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Metal Direction Guidelines 
M1 H Core lib supply routing. 
M2 V Data and counter buses. 
M3 H High speed clock tree signals. 
Alucap V Power and ancillary routing. 
Table 23: Metal Usage and Direction Rules 
Applying these guidelines, the Logic, GRO, Coder, Ripple Counter and Memory 
block layouts were integrated tightly along with the SPAD and Quench to form the 
Pixel layout shown in Figure 124. Specific zones dedicated to control and data buses, 
as well as supply decoupling capacitance are highlighted. 
The pixel’s full list of input and output signals is provided in Table 32 in Appendix D. 
Figure 124: GRO TDC Pixel Layout 
The final pixel layout pitch is 50x50 m. The ratio of the SPAD active area to the 
pixel area results in a low fill factor of ~2%. Due to the requirement to run power 
supply routes in upper level metals across the pixel array, CAVITY cannot be used.  
Power routing plays an important role in ensuring that the array does not suffer from 
image bows or droops. Each pixel has a carefully designed lower metal digital core 
supply grid, with top ‘AluCap’ low resistivity metal routing responsible for routing all 
RING
OSC 
LOGIC MEMORY
RIPPLE 
COUNTER
CODER 
SPAD 
QUENCH
Control Signal Bus 
Decoupling Caps 
50 m 
50 m 
Figure 2.20: GRO TDC single pixel layout with its building blocks. This
figure is adapted from [69].
A single pixel in the array is formed by tightly integrating the logic block, GRO, coder,
ripple counter and memory along with the SPAD and quench circuit. The pixel layout is
given in Fig. 2.20. As mentioned, the pixel forms an area of 50×50 µm. As the fill factor
of the detector is very low, it is recommended to use microlens array for maximum fill
factor enhancements.
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In order to reduce the image distortion due to imperfect power supply along the array, a
metal grid is used in each pixel. The low resistivity metal router is responsible for routing
all the components deep in the pixel array. This routing conceals most of the pixel except
GRO, SPAD and quench blocks. This is clearly visible in Fig. 2.21.
Usually, in the classical reverse mode, the TDC stop signal can be provided from a pulse
picker or a photodiode. The picosecond timer in the Megaframe can register the arrival
of photons with ≈ 50 ps timing resolution with a dynamic range of 54 ns. Since each
pixel has its own dedicated TDC, the FWHM of the IRF,the maximum achievable timing
resolution, across the entire Megaframe varied from 137 to 174 ps at 532 nm. Since
the absorption depth of silicon is wavelength dependent, the IRF itself is wavelength
dependent. Though the FWHM of the IRF remains the same, the diffusion tail of the IRF
is longer towards the longer wavelength region.
The SPADs in the MF32 exhibit very low dark count rates at room temperature, ≈ 50 Hz,
and the dominant source of dark count is the thermal generation within the depletion
region. The reason for this low DCR is the virtual guard ring structure formed by the
SPAD [70]. This structure provides a deep junction and wide depletion region with low
tunnelling probability and low deep trap count. Also, the small active area of the pixels
reduces the unwanted photon events from the ambient light.
The quality of the structure offers very low after pulsing probability, by minimising the
charge flow during breakdown. Each pixel exhibits a maximum photon detection effi-
ciency (PDE) of 28 % at 500 nm for an excess bias 1.4 V [70].
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supplies deep into the pixel array. This feature can be easily seen in the pixel 
micrograph plot of Figure 125.  
It should be noted that to address the fill-factor issue, microlenses are required. This 
significant optical design topic forms a separate Megaframe Project work package, 
which does not form part of this Thes s. However, provision for optical concentra or 
alignment aids h s been implemented as a component of the pixel array layout. 
Figure 125: GRO TDC Pixel TDC Micrograph 
Alucap metal power routing obscures most of the pixel, apart from the GRO, SPAD 
and Quench blocks. The challenge of distributing signals to and reading >10Gbps data 
out from the 32x32 pixel array at 1 s intervals, as well as controlling the many mode 
and test signals is a significant one. An overview of the design of the related array 
support and readout cells is presented in the following sections. 
Figure 2.21: Micrograph of GRO TDC single pixel. This figure is adapted
from [69].
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Figure 2.22: PDE versus wavelength for MF32 SPAD for three different
excess bias voltages. This Figure is adapted from [70].
The factors affecting PDE are applied voltage, carrier which initiates the avalanche cur-
rent, doping level, and electric field conditions. The PDE versus illumination wavelengths
of the SPAD for three excess bias voltages of 0.6 V, 1 V and 1.4 V are presented in
Fig. 2.22. The perturbation in the response is due to the constructive and destructive in-
terference effects of light above the detector which consists of different stacks of optical
layers with varying refractive indices.
2.5 Chapter summary
In this Chapter, a literature review on common single photon detectors is presented. The
working principles and applications of early stage single photon detectors such as PMT,
MCP-PMT, APD, SPAD were described. The basic designs of PMT and MCP-PMT are
given with a comparison of their timing circuits. The timing jitter of PMTs with discrete
dynodes is≈ 300 ps FWHM. The main reason for this large timing jitter is the transit time
difference between the emitted photoelectrons. With the multichannel plates, the timing
jitter of the PMT can be greatly reduced due to the negligible transit time differences
between the photoelectrons. The voltage-current characteristics of a p-n junction diode
is explained. The electric field profile, gain, noise, and SNR of APD were presented.
The Geiger mode in APD and the basic quenching circuits in APDs were explained. The
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selection of quenching circuit in an APD is crucial as it affects the dead time of the de-
tector. The timing jitter and physical parameters of thick and thin junction Si-SPADs
were compared. A comparison of single photon detectors were listed with different per-
formance parameters. TCSPC technique is explored with the basic TCSPC system and
their applications. The imaging capability, key characteristics, and the applications of a
novel multipixel single photon detector (Megaframe 32) were discussed. The device de-
sign and TDC architecture of the Megaframe were presented. With individual TDC, the
Megaframe pixels offers a timing resolution of ≈ 50 ps for time-resolved imaging. Each
pixel is 10 bit long making a total dynamic range of 54 ns. The timing jitter of Megaframe
pixels varies from 137 ps to 174 ps due to the individual TDC design. The PDE of the
Megaframe SPAD is discussed for different excess bias voltages. Due to the bandgap of
silicon, the PDE of the SPAD is limited within the 400 nm to 1100 nm spectral region.
The maximum PDE of Megaframe SPAD is found to be 28% at 500 nm for an excess bias
1.4 V.
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Chapter 3
Guided wave optics - background
3.1 Introduction
Guided wave optics represents the propagation and manipulation of light in dielectric
waveguides. Wave propagation in waveguides plays an important role in photonics and
acoustics. The simplest and widely used waveguides are single-mode and multimode
fibres along with more sophisticated photonic crystal fibres (PCF). These waveguides
confine radiations in the visible portion of the spectrum as different modes by repeated
reflections from the inner walls with different phase velocities. SMFs has a small core
which enables tighter light confinements and effective light transmission owing the high-
est tolerances in optical alignments for photonic applications. Multimode fibres (MMFs)
on the other hand, carry more informations because of the larger core size where the light
can propagate in many modes over long distances. Photonic lantern (PL) is a special
type of waveguide system which enables a low-loss transition between single-mode and
multimode systems by merging them into a common platform [72]. This review Chapter
introduces fibre optics and the mechanisms that take place when a light pulse propagates
along the fibre. Dispersion, cross-coupling, loss in optical fibre are explained. Guided
modes and coupled mode theory is explained with theoretical derivations. Fabrication of
fibre-PL and light propagation through a PL are explored in this Chapter.
3.2 Fibre optics
Fibre optics is a technology that uses dielectric threads to transmit light. Conventional
optical fibres consist of a higher refractive index region known as core, and a surrounding
cladding region with lower refractive index. In such fibres, light remains in the fibre core
by reflection at the core-cladding interface by total internal reflection (TIR). When the
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light signal propagates along the fibre, different mechanisms can distort the signal quality.
The aim of this Section is to provide a brief introduction about fibre optics and different
mechanisms such as dispersion, cross-coupling, loss. Guided modes and coupled mode
theory (CMT) in guided wave optics is explained with theoretical derivations.
3.2.1 Dispersion in optical fibres
The light transmission properties of an optical fibre is governed by bandwidth-length
product. The bandwidth of an optical signal is influenced by dispersion effects in the fibre
which causes the broadening of transmitted optical signal. The different types of dis-
persion mechanisms in fibre include, modal, material, and waveguide dispersions. Modal
dispersion arise from the propagation delay differences between the mode groups within a
MMF. As the different modes which constitute a pulse in a MMF travel along the channel
at different group velocities, the pulse width at the output is dependent upon the transmis-
sion times of the slowest and fastest modes. Modal dispersion can be reduced by choosing
parabolic refractive index profile as given by most of the graded index fibres [73].
The bandwidth-length product of a SMF is limited by the chromatic dispersion in the fibre.
Chromatic dispersion in fibres results from the wavelength-dependent variation of the
mode index which is caused by two effects- material and waveguide dispersions. Material
dispersion results from the variation of refractive index profile with wavelength in the
fibre. Waveguide dispersion arise from the spectral variation due to the guidance effects
within the fibre structure. The expected pulse broadening due to chromatic dispersion is
given by [74],
∆τ = |D| L ∆λ (3.1)
where, D is the dispersion, L is the length of the fibre, and ∆λ is the spectral width of the
optical source.
The contribution from waveguide dispersion can be used to design fibres with zero disper-
sion at desired wavelength window for fibre optic applications. As an example, Fig. 3.1
shows the material dispersion, the waveguide dispersion, and the total dispersion as a
function of wavelength for a conventional step index SMF. Note that the waveguide dis-
persion compensates the material dispersion and the total dispersion goes through zero
at a wavelength of 1.27 µm. This zero material dispersion point can be shifted by ad-
dition of suitable dopants during the fibre fabrication process. These type of fibres are
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known as dispersion shifted fibres. For example, to operate with the lowest transmission
loss possible, the G653 single mode fibre was designed to exhibit zero dispersion at a
wavelength 1.55 µm [75]. However, at zero dispersion wavelength, the optical pulse still
undergoes broadening due to third order dispersion (TOD) [76]. TOD is related to the
third term in the expansion of spectral phase versus angular frequency offset. It is crucial
to consider TOD in long distance transmission, as for larger TOD, the pulse width does
not proportional to guide length [77, 78].
Figure 3.1: Dispersion characteristics of a standard step index single mode
fibre. This Figure is adapted from [79].
Polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) is another type of dispersion present in optical fibres.
Due to the birefringence in the fibre, the two orthogonal components of optical signal trav-
els along the fibre as ordinary ray and extra-ordinary ray with different group velocities.
This results the two components reaches at the output of the fibre at different time. PMD
is a limiting factor in multigigabit long-haul optical fibre transmission systems [80].
3.2.2 Loss in optical fibre
The propagation loss is one of the most important factor in an optical fibre for transmit-
ting optical. The loss should be minimised in order to achieve maximum transmission
distance along the fibre. Loss in optical fibres is divided into extrinsic and intrinsic losses.
Extrinsic losses are specific to geometry and handling of the fibre. There are three basic
types of extrinsic losses; bending losses, coupling losses, and connector losses. Bend-
ing losses are induced by the distortion of fibre from the ideal straight-line configuration.
Bending losses can occur as result of macro-bends or micro-bends. The loss occurs when
the energy in the evanescent field at the bend exceeds the velocity of light in the cladding,
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causing energy to be radiated from the fibre. For MMFs, the critical radius of curvature
RC of a macro-bend is given by [73],
RC ' 3n
2
1λ
4pi(n21 − n22)3/2
(3.2)
where n1, n2 are the refractive indices of the core and the cladding respectively.
Loss from micro-bends is caused by small radius bends in an optical fibre. Micro-bends
arise from the manufacturing defects, mechanical constrains during the fibre laying pro-
cess and environmental variations (temperature, humidity, pressure) during the fibre’s
lifetime. Although micro-bends causes loss in fibre optic applications, it is also benefi-
cially exploited in designing fibre optics sensors for different applications [81].
The term coupling loss refers to an optical fibre not being able to propagate all the in-
coming light rays from an optical source. This can happen due to the mismatch in NA
of the coupling optics such as lens with the NA of the optical fibre. The alignment of
free-space optics with the fibre is another key factor in introducing insertion loss while
coupling light into the fibre from the source [82]. The insertion loss of a fibre connector
or a fibre splice is another key factor which decides the coupling loss. Connector losses
are associated with the coupling of the output of one fibre with the input of another fibre,
or coupling with detectors or other components. These losses can be minimised by choos-
ing the fibres with same core size and NA or by improving the fibre splicing techniques.
The most common and realistic method to evaluate fibre coupling loss is the ray-tracing
method [83], which involves more effects in the fibre and not restricted to the mismatches
only in core diameters or NA.
Intrinsic attenuation is caused by the impurities inherent to the fibre during the manufac-
turing process. When a photon hits the impurities in the fibre, it scatters or is absorbed.
The most common impurity in the fibre is the hydroxyl (OH−) molecules present in silica.
OH− absorbs near infra-red and infra-red (NIR-IR) light in the spectrum and therefore fi-
bres with low OH− concentration are preferred for transmission in telecommunication
wavelengths [84]. The silica glass has little intrinsic absorption in the NIR region. How-
ever, the optical attenuation against wavelength characteristics for pure glass shows a
fundamental absorption edge in the ultraviolet wavelength region [85]. This strong ab-
sorption band is due to the stimulation of electron transitions in the glass by higher energy
excitations and the absorption by impurities. At wavelengths 2.7 µm-4.3 µm, the OH in-
teractions in fused silica causes significant absorption bands. Also at wavelengths above
9 µm, the photons interact with the molecular vibrations within the glass, gives strong
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absorption bands. The absorption bands of different glasses various as the light interacts
differently with different glass composites [86]. Unlike scattering, absorption loss can be
limited by controlling the amount of impurities during the manufacturing process.
Loss from scattering occurs when the light experiences a variation in refractive index in
the fibre. Scattering losses are categorised into linear and non-linear scattering losses.
Linear scattering can be divided into two types: Mie scattering and Rayleigh scattering.
Mie scattering is caused by the non perfect cylindrical structure of the fibre and imperfec-
tions like irregularities in the core-cladding interface, diameter fluctuations, strains and
bubbles. Rayleigh scattering arises due to the refractive index fluctuations induced by
the density and composition variations in the core. Rayleigh scattering is characterised
by effective scattering coefficient which is proportional to 1/λ4. Rayleigh scattering can
be reduced to a large extent by operating in the longest wavelength possible. Nonlinear
scattering losses results the optical power from one mode is transferred in either the for-
ward or backward direction to the same, or other modes, at different frequencies. The two
dominant types of nonlinear scattering are: 1) Stimulated Brillouin scattering; which is
the modulation of light through thermal molecular vibrations. In this process, the incident
photon produces a phonon of acoustic frequency as well as a scattered photon. 2) Stim-
ulated Raman scattering; in which the incident photon produces a high energy photon
along with the scattered photon.
3.2.3 Guided modes and mode parameters
This Section provides a brief introduction about guided modes in weakly guiding fibres.
In a fibre with cylindrical geometry, light can propagate in different modes thorough the
fibre. Two integers, l and m is needed to specify the modes as the cylindrical waveguide
is bounded in two dimensions. When the electric field is perpendicular to the direction of
propagation and hence Ez = 0, the corresponding magnetic field H is in the direction of
propagation . Such modes are known as transverse electric (TE) mode. Similarly, when
there is a component of electric field is in the direction of propagation but the magnetic
field component, is zero (Hz = 0), then the modes are termed as transverse magnetic
(TM) mode. When the total field lies in the transverse plane, both the Ez, Hz are zero,
then transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves exist. In weakly guiding approximation
where the relative index difference is ∆ 1, the approximate solutions for the modes are
given by two linearly polarised (LP) components. The subscripts l and m corresponds to
the electric field intensity profile for a particular LP mode. Here, the simplest formulas to
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find the mode parameters and mode delay is outlined from Gloge [87] for weakly guiding
fibres.
Consider an optical fibre with step index profile and cylindrical geometry with Cartesian
coordinates (x, y) and cylindrical coordinates (r,φ) . Let n1 be the refractive index of the
core, n2 be the refractive index of the cladding and the core radius be a. The propaga-
tion modes in the fibre are characterized by the dimensionless parameter, v-number or
normalised frequency,
v = ka(n21 − n22)
1
2 (3.3)
where, k = 2pi
λ
is the wave-number in free space. The mode field inside the core can be
expressed as Bessels function J(ur/a) and the mode field outside the core is expressed
as modified Hankels function K(wr/a). The parameters u and w are defined as,
u = a(k2n21 − β2)
1
2 (3.4)
w = a(β2 − k2n22)
1
2 (3.5)
Where β is the propagation constant of the mode which has a value within the interval
n1k ≥ β ≥ n2k. For a MMF, the mode-dependent β value depends on the effective
refractive index of the mode in which the light propagates. The parameters u,w for all
modes can be obtained by matching the field at the core-cladding interface. The propaga-
tion constant and all other parameters can be found from Equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
When v-number is less than 2.405, only the fundamental mode can propagate along the
fibre. When the wavelength of the source reduces significantly, the v-number becomes
greater than 2.405 and the fibre become multimode.
For weak guidance,
∆ = (n1 − n2)/n 1 (3.6)
Following Equations 6, 7 and 8 of reference [87], the characteristics equation for the
linearly polarised modes is derived as,
u[Jl−1(u)/J1(u)] = −w[(Kl−1(w)/Kl(w)] (3.7)
For weakly guiding fibres, the longitudinal components are weaker compared to the trans-
verse component. Solving Equation 3.7, allows the calculations of eigenvalues u and w
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and hence β as a function of normalised frequency. This will give the dependence of
various modes on optical wavelength and the propagation characteristics of the various
modes can be determined.
In order to calculate the propagation constant for any particular fibre configuration inde-
pendently, we define a new parameter,
b = 1− (u2/v2) = [(β2/k2)− n22]/(n21 − n22) (3.8)
For small index differences, the equation reduces to
b = [(β/k)− n2]/(n1 − n2) (3.9)
The quantity b is the normalised propagation constant which is proportional to β.
From Equations 3.6, 3.9, the propagation constant can be calculated as,
β = n2k(b∆ + 1) = n2k(1 + ∆−∆(u2/v2)) (3.10)
Following reference [87], the group delay of the envelope of light signal is given by,
τgr = (L/c)(dβ/dk) (3.11)
Differentiating Equation3.11 considering the k dependence of ∆, n2, b we obtain,
τgr = (L/c)[d(n2k/dk)] + n2∆[d(vb)/dv] (3.12)
The difference in group delay between any modes can be calculated from equation 3.12.
For a MMF where light propagates as many spatial modes, we obtain a group spread of
(L/c)[1-(2/v)](n1 − n2)].
Coupled mode theory in guided wave optics
The basic coupled mode system consists of two or more dielectric waveguide systems
placed in close proximity. The energy in any particular mode is distributed between the
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core and the cladding of the waveguide. The light in a single-mode optical waveguide fol-
lows a distribution which peaks at the centre and then tails off at the core-cladding inter-
face. Part of the light energy distributed in the cladding is called the evanescent tail [88].
If the evanescent tails of two adjacent cores of an optical waveguide overlap, mode en-
ergy beats back and forth between the two cores depending upon the core separation and
interaction length. This coupling is termed as evanescent wave coupling. Due to the cou-
pling of energy between cores, light initially incident on one core eventually coupled into
other core of the waveguide. As an effective and simplest analysis tool, coupled mode
theory (CMT) is extensively used to describe the interaction and propagation of light in
guided-wave optics. Developed by Pierce [89] and Miller [90], the initial application of
CMT was on microwave oscillations and propagation. The first demonstration on CMT
in guided-wave optics was in early 1970’s by Snyder [91], Marcuse [92], Yariv [93], and
Kogelnik [94]. The theory of two coupled optical waveguides is explained below [95–97].
Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of a directional coupler
When two straight waveguides are placed close to each other, the evanescent fields of the
guided modes overlap and the modes interacts with each other. For simplicity, a uniform
directional coupler consists of two identical waveguides placed in close proximity is con-
sidered (Fig. 3.2). Close proximity indicates that the distance between the waveguides is
in the order of MFD of the waveguide modes so that their modes can overlap. The modal
solutions for such a system is time consuming and difficult to find. Conventional CMT
provides the accurate analytical solutions to mode coupling in directional coupler devices.
When two waveguides are far apart, there modes are isolated. The modal field varies
along the direction of propagation (z) in a time dependent manner, exp (iβ′z), where β′ is
the propagation constant of the mode. The variation of the mode electric field amplitudes
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of two waveguides, a1 and a2 along the propagation direction can be expressed as,
i
da1
dz
= −β1a1 (3.13)
i
da2
dz
= −β2a2 (3.14)
where, β1 and β2 are the propagation constants of the two modes.
When the two waveguides are in close proximity, the modes interact with each other as a
result of evanescent coupling. The mode amplitudes of one waveguide will be modified
by the other. In such circumstances, the Equations becomes,
i
da1
dz
= −β1a1 − κ12a2 (3.15)
i
da2
dz
= −β2a2 − κ21a1 (3.16)
where κ12 , κ21 are the mutual coupling coefficients which describes the strength of
evanescent coupling. To solve these equations, one can assume that two evanescently
coupled waveguides support modes with a propagation constant β are a superposition of
modes with amplitudes A and B,
a1 = A exp(iβz) (3.17)
a2 = B exp(iβz) (3.18)
Substituting Equations 3.17 and 3.18 in Equations 3.15 and 3.16 and rearranging,
β =
1
2
(β1 + β2) +
{
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
}1/2
= βs,a (3.19)
where, κ =
√
κ12κ21. The coupled waveguides supports two independent modes, the
symmetric mode with propagation constant βs and asymmetric mode with propagation
constant βa. The solution of Equations 3.15 and 3.16 is given by,
a1(z) = As exp(iβsz) + Aa exp(iβaz) (3.20)
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a2(z) =
βs − β1
κ12
As exp(iβsz) +
βa − β1
κ12
Aa exp(iβaz) (3.21)
If light is launched at the first waveguide at the input, ie; a1 (z=0) = 1 and a2 (z=0) = 0.
Hence,
As =
β1 − βa
βs − βa (3.22)
Aa =
βs − β1
βs − βa (3.23)
If the waveguides are lossless, then the total power needs to be conserved. After normal-
ising the mode amplitudes, the total power can be written as
P (z) = |a1|2 + |a2|2 (3.24)
Substituting Equations 3.22 and 3.23 in Equations 3.20 and 3.21,
|a1|2 = 1− k
2
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
sin2
[{
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
}1/2
z
]
(3.25)
|a2|2 = 1− |a1|2 = k
2
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
sin2
[{
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
}1/2
z
]
(3.26)
From Equations 3.25 and 3.26, the maximum energy transfer between the modes occurs
with a period 2Lc where,
Lc =
pi
2
[
1
4
(β1 − β2)2 + κ2
]1/2 (3.27)
where Lc is the coupling length. For identical waveguides, κ12= κ21 = κ and β1 − β2=0.
Then from Equations 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27,
|a1|2(z) = cos2(κz) and |a2|2(z) = sin2(κz) (3.28)
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Lc =
pi
2κ
(3.29)
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Figure 3.3: Variation of normalised optical power in directional coupler for
∆β = 0 and ∆β/κ = 2. Note that the complete power transfer occurs only
when∆β = 0.
The variation of power in the waveguide mode a1 as a function of interaction length for
∆β= 0 and ∆β/κ = 2 is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that when the interaction length is
equal to coupling length, Lc, maximum power transfers to the second waveguide.
For a coupled waveguide system consists of many waveguide modes, assuming the next
nearest coupling is negligible, we can generalise Eq. 3.15 in the form,
i
dan
dz
= −βan − κ(an+1 + an−1) (3.30)
3.3 The photonic lantern
A PL is a device which enables the efficient coupling of light between two multimode
systems- the first being a set of single-modes, and the second being a traditional multi-
mode system such as MMF or waveguide. The PL consists of a large multimode core and
an array of single-mode cores with a slow optical transition region where the two regions
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are connected. The light coupled into the multimode end of the PL will be distributed into
the single-mode cores with minimal loss depending on the length of the transition region
and the number of modes in each multimode system [98]. For a low loss transformation,
the transition needs to be adiabatic and the number of single-mode cores should be equal
to or greater than the number of modes supported by the multimode end. Both end can be
used as input depending upon the application. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic diagram of a
PL made by tapering a bundle of single-mode fibres.
MMF 
core
transition SMF core
Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of photonic lantern made by tapering a bun-
dle of single-mode fibres.
3.3.1 Photonic lantern fabrication
Originally invented for next generation astronomical applications, a PL interfaces multi-
mode and single-mode systems allowing the efficient use of single-mode photonics with
multimode light. Two common approaches are used in PL fabrication. The first method
is based on fibre tapering, where the single-mode cores are placed inside a capillary and
tapered down to form a multimode core. The second method utilises ultrafast laser in-
scription (ULI), to inscribe waveguide structures in transparent optical chips. The fibre
tapering process in fabricating fibre based photonic lantern is reviewed here.
Fibre PLs are made by narrowing down the fibre over a predefined length by heating and
permanent stretching using a fibre tapering apparatus. The fibre held in an elongation
stage and a heat is applied using a burner stage to a portion of the fibre. The controlled
movement of the flame along the selected region on the fibre and pulling the fibre to
either sides results in the formation of a waist region where the heat is applied. Figure 3.5
presents the fibre tapering process together with the tapered fibre structure. A uniform
heat source is required for a tapered structure with uniform dimensions. This can be
achieved by flame brush technique where the heat source scanned constantly along the
fibre in a well controllable manner.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of (a) Taper formation by heating and
stretching the fibre. (b) The tapering apparatus consists of burner and elon-
gation stages.
Two types of fibre-PLs are made using tapering. The first type involves stacking and
fusing several SMFs in a capillary by hand and tapering down, forming a multimode
core. The second type, MCF-PL, a MCF is placed in a low index capillary and tapered in
a similar way forming a multimode core at the construction.
3.3.2 Light propagation through a photonic lantern
The effect of tapering a fibre and the light propagation through PL can be explained by
first considering the simplified example of a tapered SMF. The SMF used in telecom-
munication application has a core diameter and cladding diameter of 9 µm and 125 µm
respectively with an NA 0.11. As shown in Fig. 3.6, light at 1550 nm propagates along the
untapered fibre region confined in the core as the fundamental mode due to the refractive
index contrast of the core and the cladding. However, when the light reaches the tapered
region, the size of the core is too small for the light to guide.
E
r
Figure 3.6: Pictorial representation of light propagation through a tapered
SMF. The mode shape in red represents the transverse position of mode
field as a function of position.
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The light will then be progressively guided by the air which effectively acts as the cladding.
To reach the untapered region, light has to pass through the transition region. If the tran-
sition is gradual enough, the transformation of light inside the core follows the successive
versions of the same mode. As an example, from Fig. 3.6, light starting from the untapered
region as fundamental mode spreads out at the tapered region and evolves as fundamental
mode of the waist and recaptured as the light reaches the untapered region on the other
end. Such type of transition is called adiabatic [99, 100] transition. For adiabatic tran-
sition, the taper angle should be small so that the power loss in the modes is negligible
when its propagating along the taper. The parameters such as propagation constant and
field of the modes can be obtained as the solution to the wave equations with the geometry
of the local cross-section.
In order to understand how the mode loss relates to the taper angle and radius, consider
the coupling between the first two modes. The coupling between modes in the transition
region depends on the taper angle. The local taper angle at any position in the taper is
defined by [100],
Ω(z) =
(
ρ(z)/2pi
)(
β1(z)− β2(z)
)
(3.31)
where, Ω(z) is the taper angle at position z along the taper, ρ(z) is the core radius, β1(z)
and β2(z) are the propagation constant values of HE11 and HE12 modes respectively.
For low loss transition and coupling, the measured angle should be below Ω(z). If the
measured angle exceeds the Ω(z) value, then the local coupling is significant which leads
to mode power loss.
A PL can be described as many SMFs tapered together and the light propagation through
PL can be explained using the same logic given in Fig. 3.6. For the low propagation loss
of light in PL, the number of modes supported by the multimode end should be equal to
the number of single-mode cores,
Nout = Nin (3.32)
Three factors can influence the light propagation loss in the PL: mode-number mismatch,
non-adiabatic transitions, and asymmetry in the transition region. Light at certain mul-
timode state at the multimode core will be distributed to the single-mode cores at cer-
tain phase and amplitude. When coupling from the other direction, light from a single-
mode core can excite many multimode states at the multimode end. Figure 3.7 shows a
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schematic representation of light propagation through a PL when light coupling from both
ends.
a) b)
Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of light propagation through a pho-
tonic lantern. (a) Light coupled onto the multimode core of the PL will be
distributed to the single-mode cores depending upon a region in the tran-
sition (dotted line) where the SM cores act as individual waveguides. (b)
Light coupled from the single core to the multimode core.
The number of modes supported by the multimode end of a tapered multicore fibre is
given by [72],
NMM ≈
(
pidNA
2λ
)2
(3.33)
Where, d is the diameter of the multimode core, NA is the numerical aperture of the
multimode core, and λ is the wavelength of light.
Assuming all the input modes are excited equally, the equation for loss is given by,
loss = 10 log10
(Nout
Nin
)
dB (3.34)
As the mode number in the multimode core of a PL changes with wavelength and the
number of single-mode cores are fixed, mode matching is only possible with only one
wavelength. In that case, the wavelength-dependant loss due to mode-mismatch is given
by,
loss = 20| log10
( λ
λ0
)
|dB (3.35)
where, λ0 is the wavelength at which the mode-number is matched. The easiest way
to avoid the loss due to mode number mismatch is the "light bucket" method where the
output of the PL supports more modes than the input.
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3.4 Chapter summary
A literature review on guided wave optics is presented in this Chapter. Different types of
dispersions in fibres such as modal, material, and waveguide dispersions and their effects
on signal transmission are briefly explained. Modal dispersion occurs in MMFs where
different group velocities of the mode groups results in the broadening of the transmitted
optical signal. This can be reduced by MMFs with parabolic refractive index profile. In
SMF, the major contribution in pulse broadening is the material dispersion. Extrinsic and
intrinsic losses in optical fibres have been presented. Extrinsic losses are classified into
three types- bending losses, launching losses and connector losses. The effect of fibre
bend radius on attenuation is outlined. The launching losses can be greatly minimised by
choosing the coupling lens with the same NA that of the optical fibre. The intrinsic atten-
uation caused by the impurities presented in fibre. The common impurity present in the
fibre is the OH− molecule which absorbs light in the NIR-IR portion of the spectrum. It is
observed that these impurities can cause significant absorption and hence the attenuation
of the signal when propagates along the fibre. Intrinsic loss can minimise by choosing the
best fabrication parameters during the fibre drawing process. Attenuation due to linear
and non-linear scattering in optical fibres have been presented. Rayleigh scattering is the
most predominant linear scattering mechanism in optical fibres which has a λ−4 depen-
dence. Guided modes in optical fibres and derivation of mode parameters are presented.
Coupled mode theory has been derived for a system of two evanescently coupled waveg-
uides. The variation of power in two evanescently coupled waveguides is depends on the
propagation constants of the waveguide modes. Finally, this Chapter introduced the PL
to the reader. Fibre-PL tapering process and the dependence on taper angle on mode loss
is explained. Light propagation through a PL was explained by considering the simplest
example of a tapered SMF. The relation between mode coupling loss and the taper angle
is explained. The loss due to mode mismatch and non-adiabatic transitions in the PL have
been outlined.
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Chapter 4
Multiplexed single-mode wavelength-to-time mapping of multimode
light
4.1 Introduction
Optical fibres are a crucial component for a wide range of photonic applications. SMFs
do not suffer from either inter-modal dispersion or inter-modal coupling, and therefore
normally preferred over MMFs in application such as conventional telecommunications
and fibre-optic imaging. MMFs on the other hand, enable efficient collection of light and
offers the potential for increased data carrying capacity by utilizing space division multi-
plexing in advanced telecommunication systems. The group velocity dispersion (GVD) in
the fibre can induce linear-WTM, which is the basis of time-stretch spectroscopy. A light-
weight Raman spectrometer has recently been realised using SMF which allows the acqui-
sition of hyperspectral Raman signal, making use of WTM in conjunction with TCSPC.
Using advanced single photon detectors, the Raman peaks were collected at the output
of the SMF in time domain [25]. The method can be applicable for most of the spec-
troscopic systems which suffers from excessive energy consumption and heavy weight.
For example, in space-based applications and Mars/moon rovers, where the mechanical
stability and heavy weight of the detection system forbids the application of conventional
CCD based Raman spectrometer.
However, the use of one single pixel detector limits WTM-based Raman spectroscopy
as higher acquisition time needed to build and resolve the Raman peaks. Also, the low
signal collection efficiency of SMFs makes the detection system vulnerable to extreme
environmental situations such as mechanical vibrations which is problematic. The use of
MMFs in real-time Raman spectroscopy suffers low temporal resolution and long length
of fibre is needed to get sufficient spectral resolution [30]. One solution to overcome
these issues is to use an array of single photon detectors for multiplexed detection and
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a PL for efficient collection and WTM of Raman signal. Megaframe 32 is a detector
consisting of 32×32 square array of Si-SPAD pixels with individual TDC for TCSPC.
The transmission and processing benefits of SMFs and the collection efficiency of MMFs
can be achieved using a PL (see Section 3.3). As outlined before, the multimode end
of the PL enables the efficient collection of multimode states of light and the single-
mode cores ensures the single-mode confinement and transmission of optical signal. This
experimental chapter discusses various experiments performed towards the development
of a WTM system for multiplexed single-mode WTM of multimode states of light using
a MCF-PL and the Megaframe 32 detector.
4.1.1 Wavelength-to-time mapping
WTM occurs when a wave packet of light propagates along a sufficient length of dis-
persive medium. Light pulse can be considered as a set of pulses with different central
wavelengths travels with slightly different group velocities.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of WTM in fibre optics. A broad-
band pulse is coupled into a long length of SMF (on the l ft side of the
figure). The chromatic dispersion in the fibre results the wavelength com-
ponents being mapped into arrival time (on the right side of the figure).
This figure is adapted from [23].
Figure 4.1 is a pictorial representation of WTM in fibre optics. In an optical fibre, GVD
enables linear-WTM, where different wavelength components in the pulse travels at dif-
ferent time along the fibre. When a broadband pulse is coupled at the input of a sufficiently
long length of fibre, the wavelength components will emerging out at the output of the fi-
bre at different time. Thus the wavelengths can be mapped into arrival time at the output.
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The major contribution in WTM in SMFs is the chromatic dispersion of the fibre. The
temporal duration (∆t) of two pulses with central wavelengths (λ1 and λ2) is given by,
∆t =
∫ λ2
λ1
LD(λ)dλ (4.1)
where L is the length of the single-mode fibre and D is the GVD of the fibre.
4.2 Experimental details
This Section describes the experiments performed towards the development of a multi-
plexed single-mode WTM instrument. Characterisation of a MCF-PL and multiplexed
single-mode WTM of multimode states of light are explained.
4.2.1 Multicore fibre-photonic lantern
A MCF-PL used to build the multiplexed single-mode WTM instrument is detailed in this
Subsection. A 290 m long 11×11 square array MCF which was attached to a PL was used
in the experiment. The MCF was developed by Dr. Itandehui Gris-Sánchez and Prof. Tim
A. Birks at the Centre for Photonics and Photonic Materials, University of Bath. The fibre
was made up of germanium doped silica cores with a diameter of≈ 1.63 µm. To fabricate
the PL, the MCF was threaded into low refractive index fluorine doped silica capillary.
By surface tension, this capillary was then collapsed on the top of the MCF by oxybutane
flame. The structure was then softened by the flame and tapered forming a bioconical-
fibre like structure. The multimode end of the PL was then revealed by cleaving the centre
of the tapered waist. After tapering, multimode core of the fibre is ≈ 35 µm in diameter
with a transition length of ≈ 4 cm. The core-core separation and the mode field diameter
of cores were accurately measured and presented as follows. Figure 4.2 (a & c) presents a
microscope image of 11×11 array of single mode cores and the multimode end of the PL
respectively. Fig. (b & d) presents false colour images of the single-mode core end when
coupling light at 532 nm at the multimode end and the multimode profile when coupling
532 nm light to a single core at the single-mode end respectively. Based on Equation 3.33,
the multimode end of the PL supports 585 modes at 500 nm and 406 modes at 600 nm.
Before conducting any WTM measurements, the MCF-PL was characterized in detail.
The following Subsections discusses the experiments performed towards the characteri-
sation the MCF-PL.
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Figure 4.2: MCF-PL used in the experiment. (a) Microscope image of
the 11×11 square array of SMF end. Scale bar, 50 µm (also in b). (b) False
colour image of the single-mode end when illuminating the multimode end
of the lantern with 532 nm light. (c) Multimode end of the PL. Scale bar,
10 µm (also in d). (d) False colour image of the multimode end when
exciting a single core at the single-mode end with 532 nm light.
MCF core-to-core cross coupling
An initial characterisation of the MCF was performed to measure the core-to-core cross
coupling. The cross coupling or cross talk is an important parameter in MCF based
telecommunication and imaging. The cross talk between fibre cores can result in low
data transmission capacity in space division multiplexing [101] and low detection perfor-
mance in fibre based optical imaging [102, 103]. It was observed that cross talk increases
with increase in wavelength according to coupled mode theory (see Section 3.2.3). The
mean value of the statistical distribution of the crosstalk in a homogeneous MCFs is given
by [104],
XTavg = 2
κ2R
β Λ
L (4.2)
where κ is the mode-coupling coefficient between neighbouring cores, R is the bending
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radius, β is the propagation constant, Λ is the core-to-core separation and L is the length
of the fibre. The cross talk in homogeneous MCFs can be easily estimated if the mode
coupling coefficient κ is obtained.
An experiment was performed to investigate the cross talk between the cores of the 11×11
MCF. The cross coupling of signal in the fibre cores results in the overlap of signals
between the cores which will lead to the temporal broadening of signals as the MCF cores
has slightly different propagation constant values. A supercontinuum (SC) laser (Fianium
supercontinuum SC400-6) was used as the source to investigate the cross coupling. A
monochromator was used to select spectrally narrow pulses of light at different central
wavelengths from the broad SC. The filtered light was then coupled onto one end of a SMF
(SM600) and mounting the other end on a sub-micrometer precision x-y-z microstage.
The SM600 fibre was then butt-coupled to a 300 m long MCF and different cores were
selected by translating the SM600 fibre along x-y-z directions with high precision.
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Figure 4.3: Cross coupling measurement of the MCF cores. (a) False CCD
image for light transmission through the excited core and adjacent cores
recorded at 650 nm light. (b) Intensity as the function of wavelength for
the centre core.
A CMOS camera (Thorlabs DCC1645C) was used to image the output end of the MCF
and the distribution of light at the MCF output was recorded for different central wave-
lengths within the 520-680 nm spectral region. For each wavelength, the FWHM of the
passbands were measured using a conventional spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000+).
The FWHM of the passbands were measured to be≈ 3 nm for all the measurement wave-
lengths. From the camera images, the intensity of the light at the excited core and the
adjacent cores are measured. A background correction was performed to remove the off-
set signal caused by camera’s dark current.
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Figure 4.3 (a) presents a CMOS camera image of the output intensity distribution of MCF
cores when coupling light at λ = 650 nm to the central core. The intensity of light at
the centre core and the adjacent cores for different wavelengths were then measured and
Fig. 4.3 (b) presents intensity as a function of wavelength within the 520-680 nm spectral
region. From the cross coupling measurements, it was observed that there is no significant
cross-coupling between the cores below 620 nm. This indicates that the MCF cores can
provide both spatial and temporal resolution for the WTM experiments below 620 nm.
MCF core positions
The core-to-core separation (pitch) in a MCF is an important parameter in designing fibres
for telecommunication and imaging applications. From Equation 4.2, it is clear that, core-
to-core separation effects the cross talk in an MCF which introduces signal scrambling at
the fibre output. For an ideal square array MCF, the spatial arrangements of the MCF
cores will be periodic with equal core-to-core separations. This ideal case cannot be
achieved due to fabrication tolerances during the fibre drawing process, and the spatial
arrangements of MCF cores will always deviate from a perfect square grid. To measure
the MCF core positions precisely, one end of the MCF was flooded with white light while
attaching the other end in a set of computer controllable nm-precision x-y-z Aerotech
stages. The output of the MCF was then imaged with sufficiently high magnification onto
a CCD camera. The relative positions of the MCF cores was then measured by translating
the stages with nm-precision and monitoring different core mode positions on the camera.
Figure 4.4 show the histograms of core-core separations in both horizontal and vertical
axes of the MCF. The counts in y-axis represents the core number.
Figure 4.4: Histograms of core-core spacing in horizontal (a) and vertical
(b) directions.
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A computer simulation was then performed to investigate the deviation of the MCF core
positions from a perfect square grid. An 11×11 perfect square grid was fitted to the mea-
sured MCF core positions by adjusting the rotation and dilation of the grid by keeping
the central grid point on the central MCF core position. The root mean square (RMS)
displacement between the grid and MCF core positions were measured and the parame-
ters were optimised to minimize the RMS displacement between the grid and the MCF
cores. The minimum RMS displacement of 0.54 µm was obtained for a grid spacing of
10.53 µm. The variations in the core pitches can results in an uneven distribution of cross
talk across an MCF [105]. Similar type of core pitch measurements were reported for
fibre bundle type MCFs. However, the fibre fabrication methods and fabrication param-
eters are different for various fibre drawing systems. A pitch variation of ± 0.4 µm was
reported across a 19 core MCF [106]. This indicates that high standard fibre drawing
system is required to fabricate MCFs with perfectly periodic core-to-core separation.
MCF mode field diameter
The mode field diameter (MFD) of the MCF cores were measured using calibrated near
field imaging. A supercontinuum laser (SuperK EXTREME EXW-12 NKT photonics)
was used as the source. One end of the MCF was mounted on a computer controllable
nm-precision x-y-z translation stage. Light at central wavelength 550 nm from the laser
was selected using an Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) and focussed onto each core
of the MCF. The output of the MCF was then imaged on a CCD camera and the imaging
system was calibrated using a US air force resolution test target. Light was coupled
onto individual cores of the MCF by translating the x-y-z stages and the 1/e2 MFD of
each MCF core was measured across the MCF. The MCF cores exhibit a 1/e2 MFD of
1.83 µm± 0.04 µm in one axis and 1.85 µm± 0.05 µm on the other. The uncertainties are
the standard deviations (s.d) of the measured MFDs of the MCF cores. The repeatability
and error in the MFD measurement were tested by defocusing re-imaging the central core
mode and the error was found to be ≈ 2 % in both axes. The measured values are in
good agreement with the theoretically evaluated MFD value of 1.93 µm from the fibre
design [107].
To investigate how the MFD of the MCF cores varies with wavelength, a second set of
measurement was performed over the 480 nm to 620 nm wavelength region for the central
core of the MCF. Light at different central wavelengths were selected from the AOTF and
coupled onto the centre core of the MCF. The MFDs were then measured from the well
calibrated images from the CCD camera. Figure 4.5 (a) presents a false colour image of
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Figure 4.5: MFD of the MCF core modes at λ = 550 nm. (a) False colour
image of the central core mode when coupling light at 550 nm. (b) Mea-
sured MFD as a function of wavelength for the central core of the MCF.
central core mode recorded at a wavelength, λ = 550 nm and Fig. 4.5 (b) represents the
MFD as a function of wavelength for the central core.
The major source of uncertainty in MFD measurements of a step index fibre are the non-
circularity of the fibre mode, non-linearity in measurement electronics, angular errors,
and scattered light in the apparatus [108]. MFD measurements of fibre modes is crucial
in characterising fibre splice loss. The conventional far-field pattern and variable aperture
methods can be used to accurately measure MFDs of higher order modes in a fibre [109].
MCF propagation loss
The core specific propagation losses in the fibre was measured using fibre cutback method.
Initially, one end of the fibre is perfectly cleaved and mounted on a nm-precision computer
controllable x-y-z translation stages. Light at 550 nm from the supercontinuum laser
(SuperK EXTREME EXW-12 NKT photonics) was selected using an AOTF and coupled
onto each core of a 119.5 m long MCF using a high NA lens. The power of light emerges
out from the selected core after the 119.5 m long MCF was then measured using a power
meter (Thorlabs S121C). By translating the stages, light was coupled into individual cores
across the MCF at the input end and the power values after each cores were noted. The
accuracy and repeatability of the coupling can be controlled with ≈ 1 nm precision. The
fibre was then removed from the output and the experiment was then repeated for 89.5 m,
10 m, and 0.97 m lengths of MCF, keeping the input fibre mounted on the translation
stage. For each core, the total insertion loss as a function of MCF length was plotted. The
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Figure 4.6: (a) Measured insertion loss as the function of MCF length for
the central core of the MCF at λ = 550 nm. (b) A colour map of core
specific insertion loss of the 11×11 square array MCF cores. Each square
indicates a core in the MCF. The unit of colour bar is dBm−1. This figure
is adapted from [23].
results of the fibre cutback measurement are given in Fig. 4.6. Figure 4.6 (a) represents
the cutback measurement data and the fit for the central core. The fit to the data was
found to be linear with an extremely good r2 value of 0.999554 and a residual sum of
squares 0.0324 dB2 indicating that the measurement was performed with high precision
and accuracy. From the gradient of fit, the central core exhibits a loss of 0.1 dBm−1.
Similarly, the loss for all 121 MCF cores were calculated from the gradient of the fits
from the four experimentally evaluated points. Figure 4.6 (b) shows a colour map of loss
values for the 121 cores measured from the cut back measurements. Each square in the
attenuation matrix represents a core and the unit of colour map is in dBm−1. To check how
the variation in the input alignment affects the accuracy of the measurement, the coupling
was misaligned and optimal coupling was re-achieved with 0.5 % variations of the output
power. This indicates that any change in the input MCF alignment has negligible impact
on power measurement.
Most of the research in fibre attenuation has been focussed on the communication wave-
lengths from 1400 to 1600 nm. However, the experimentally measured propagation loss
value is higher compared to previously reported loss values from literatures [110, 111].
The reason could be fabrication related as impurity levels in fibre may vary for different
fabrication set ups. At the visible region, Rayleigh scattering is the dominant source of
loss in optical fibres. In germanium doped fibres, the density fluctuation of GeO2 can
contribute to higher scattering losses compared to pure silica fibres.
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Photonic lantern numerical aperture
The numerical aperture of the multimode end of the PL was measured using near field
imaging technique. A PL which was attached to a 20 m long fibre was used in the ex-
periment. The multimode end of the lantern was mounted on a computer controllable
nm-precision x-y-z translation stage. Light at 550 nm was selected from the supercon-
tinuum laser using an AOTF and flood illuminated the single mode end of the MCF. A
CCD camera (Thorlabs DCC1545C) was held close to the multimode core and images
were recorded for different multimode core positions by translating the stages in steps of
500 µm relative to the camera position.
Distance (mm)
Figure 4.7: PL numerical aperture measurement. (a) False colour image of
the multimode end of the PL when flood illuminating the single-mode end
with 550 nm light. (b) MFD of the multimode end of PL as a function of
transition length (circles) and the fit to the data (solid line).
As an example, Fig. 4.7 (a) presents a false colour image of the multimode end of the
PL when flood illuminating the single-mode cores at the opposite end with 550 nm
light.The 1/e2 MFD of the multimode end of the PL was then measured and plotted for
each translation distances which is shown in Fig. 4.7 (b). The data follows a linear regres-
sion with an extremely good r2 value of 0.99654. The NA of the multimode end of the
PL was then measured from the gradient of the fit which was calculated to be 0.15. From
the refractive index profile of the fibre and fluorine doped silica capillary, the theoretical
value of NA was measured to be 0.22. The reason for this mismatch in NA for the theory
and the experiment is that not all the higher order modes are excited at the multimode end
upon light injection. The NA value 0.22 can only be achieved when all the supporting
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modes are excited at the multimode end. It was observed that, from Equation 3.33, the
number of modes excited at the multimode end is 225 for a light injection NA of 0.15.
Photonic lantern insertion loss
The loss experienced by the multimode end of the PL when coupling light to the single
mode end of the MCF was measured. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the cutback method
was used to investigate the core specific PL transmission loss. A 20 m long MCF which
was attached to the PL was used for the measurement. The single-mode end of the MCF
was mounted on a computer controllable x-y-z nm-precision translation stage and light
at 550 nm was coupled on the MCF cores. The output end contains the multimode end
of the PL. By translating the stages, light was coupled to individual cores and for each
core, the power of light emerges out from the PL was recorded. The loss experienced
by the multimode end of the PL for each core was then measured by comparing the loss
expected from the 20 m of MCF alone. The propagation loss values for the 20 m fibre was
predicted from Section 4.2.1. Using this technique, the PL multimode end transmission
loss was calculated to be 0.19 dB, with a standard deviation of 0.34 dB.
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Figure 4.8: Coupling loss of the multimode mode end of the PL measured
for three different central wavelengths as a function of NA of light injection.
A second method was used to investigate the loss experienced by the PL for different
NA of light injection. Light at central wavelength 550 nm was selected, collimated, and
projected to a lens through a variable iris. The light was then coupled onto the multimode
end of the PL which was attached to a 20 m long MCF. The NA of the coupling light to the
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multimode end of the PL can be changed by changing the aperture size of the variable iris.
The diameter of the circular beam for each light injection was precisely measured using a
digital vernier callipers. The coupling loss in the multimode end of the PL as a function
of NA of light injection was then calculated. The contribution of MCF propagation loss
and Fresnel reflections from the PL ends were taken into account. To investigate how the
loss varies across the 500-600 nm spectral region, the experiment was repeated for two
more wavelengths at 530 nm and 580 nm. Figure 4.8 presents the plot for coupling loss
as a function of NA of light injection to the multimode end of the lantern. A minimum
coupling loss value of ≈ 1.2 dB was obtained for an injecting light with NA = 0.03 at
λ = 530 nm. This value is still ≈ 1 dB higher compared to the value measured using the
above discussed method. The reason for this higher value is the loss induced due to mode
mismatch at the multimode end. In a perfectly adiabatic situation, only 121 lowest order
modes in the multimode end of PL can couple to the 121 single mode cores. As the NA
increases, the higher order modes in the PL excites more and cannot be coupled into the
single mode cores due to mode mismatch. In reality, the low loss condition can only be
achieved when the spatial profile of input coupling spot matches perfectly with the spatial
mode profile supported by the multimode end of the PL.
The dependence of NA of light injection on throughput of the PL was previously investi-
gated and found to be similar compared to the experimental results presented [112, 113].
However, most of the research on photonic lanterns are mainly focussing on near infra-red
wavelength region where the brightest OH lines present.
4.3 WTM - experimental details
The experimental layout for the multiplexed WTM instrument is given in Fig. 4.9. A fem-
tosecond laser (Fianium HE-1060-1 µJ-fs) operating at 500 kHz and emission wavelength
1064 nm was used as the source. As the Megaframe works in the reversed START-STOP
TCSPC mode, the set-up consists of two arms. Here, the signal from a 290 m long MCF-
PL starts the TCSPC measurement and the periodic trigger signal from the laser source
stops the measurement. The optical signal for the TCSPC measurement was generated
from a PCF. By pumping a 20 cm long PCF with femtosecond pulses using lens L1
(f = 8 mm), broad SC spectrum was generated spanning from 400 nm to 1 µm. The
spectrum from the PCF was then collimated using lens L2 (f=30 mm).
The wavelength region for WTM was selected using the band pass (BP1), short pass (SP)
and long pass (LP) filters. This allows a spectral region of 500 nm to 600 nm for the
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Figure 4.9: Experimental set up used for multiplexed wavelength-to-time
mapping. This figure is adapted from [23].
TCSPC measurements. For the calibration of the WTM measurements, a Fabry-Pérot
(FP) filter (developed by Edinburgh Biosciences and Delta Optical Thin Films) was intro-
duced in the beam path in combination with bandpass filters to generate narrow passbands
of light. The 8th order FP filter was designed for a wavelength, λ = 550 nm. The nar-
row pulses of light were then coupled to the multimode end of the PL using lens L3
(f = 8 mm). At the output, the 121 single-mode cores of the fibre was then imaged on
11×11 array subset of pixels on the Megaframe using an achromatic lens L4 (f=30 mm).
The lens L4 was chosen in such a way that the single-mode MCF cores could be efficiently
mapped to individual SPADs at the Megaframe. For each measurement, the central wave-
length of the reference spectrum was recorded using a conventional spectrometer (Ocean
Optics USB2000+ spectrometer). The arrival time of photons for the passbands within
the 500 nm to 600 nm spectral region was then recorded for each core-SPAD combination
at the Megaframe.
For the stop-arm, a portion of the laser was tapped onto an optical constant fraction dis-
criminator (OCF). The OCF generates stable electrical pulse for each periodic pump pulse
which stops the TCSPC measurement. The triggering is based on zero cross point of the
electrical pulse which is explained in Section 2.3. The 290 m length MCF introduced a
time delay of 1.33 µs for the start signal. To match this delay, a digital delay generator
(DDG- Stanford Research Systems) was used which delays the electrical signal from the
OCF electronically. With a resolution of 5 ps, the 8-channel delay generator can delay
electronic signals from 0 to a maximum of 2000 seconds.
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4.3.1 Calibration of wavelength-to-time mapping
Initially, the WTM system was calibrated over the 500 nm to 600 nm spectral region.
For this, spectrally narrow pulses of light was selected from the SC by inserting bandpass
(BP2) and FP filters. The central wavelength and the band width of light after the bandpass
filter was controlled by angle tuning the FP filter. The reference spectrum recorded with
the conventional spectrometer for each passbands are given in Fig. 4.10. The filtered light
was then coupled onto the multimode end of the PL. Due to the different propagation
constant values of the cores, the arrival time of photons for each passbands varies across
the MCF. As an example, Figure 4.11 (a) shows the difference in arrival time of photons
in the mapped SPADs at a wavelength, λ = 531 nm. The maximum difference in arrival
time was calculated to be ≈ 1.7 ns. The black square in the colormap indicates the hot
pixels across the 11×11 subset of mapped pixels. These pixels are excluded from the data
processing as they possesses high noise levels compared to other pixels. The experiment
was then repeated for different central wavelengths across the 500 nm to 600 nm spectral
region.
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Figure 4.10: Reference spectra for the calibration of the WTM instrument
recorded with a commercial spectrometer.
The arrival times of photons for different wavelengths was then calculated for each core-
SPAD combinations. The recorded arrival times fitted well with the fourth order polyno-
mial and the equation of these fits was used to convert the arrival time into wavelengths as
a calibration for the WTM. Figure 4.11 (b) shows the recorded and the fitted arrival times
for the central core, the core with lowest and fastest group velocities.
The core specific dispersion in the MCF was also calculated from the arrival time of pho-
tons at the Megaframe. As an example, Fig. 4.12 (a) presents the arrival time of photons
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Figure 4.11: (a) Difference in arrival time for each core at the 11×11 square
array of MCF measured at λ = 531 nm. Black square indicates a hot pixel.
(b) Measured (symbols) and fitted (solid lines) wavelength-dependent ar-
rival times for the central core and the cores with fastest and slowest group
velocities. This figure is adapted from [23].
for different central wavelengths and the 4th degree polynomial fits to the data for the
central core. The dispersion of the central core was then calculated from the derivative of
the fit. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the typical dispersion curve for the central core of the MCF
as a function of wavelength across the 510-590 nm spectral region. Similarly, dispersion
values of all mapped MCF cores were calculated from the arrival time of photons at each
pixel. The dispersion varies across the MCF cores which indicates that the resolution of
the WTM spectra across the MCF cores will vary according to Equation 4.1. The disper-
sion across the MCF cores at 550 nm was measured to be 500.34 ± 30.86 ps nm−1 km−1.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Wavelength-dependent arrival time of photons for the cen-
tral core and the fits to the data. (b) Dispersion in the central core of the
MCF measured from (a).
To investigate the spectral resolution of the WTM instrument, a spectrally narrow pulse
of light at around 550 nm was selected by angle tuning the FP filter. The FWHM of
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the passband was measured to be 0.5 nm using a commercial spectrometer with 0.1 nm
resolution. The light was then coupled onto the multimode end of the PL and the time-
resolved spectrum for the central core was recorded. The FWHM of the WTM spectrum
was found to be 1.2 nm FWHM. The resolution of the WTM spectrum was then obtained
by convolving the filter passband with a Gaussian profile of increasing width until the
FWHM of the convolved passband matched with the 1.2 nm FWHM of the WTM spec-
trum. This was achieved at a Gaussian FWHM value of 0.96 nm which is the approximate
line-width of the WTM spectrum obtained from the central core. The theoretical value of
spectral resolution was then calculated from Equation 4.1.
From Fig. 4.11 (b), the dispersion of the central core at 550 nm was measured to be
≈ 505.9 ps nm−1 km−1. Substituting this value in Equation 4.1, the separation between
two pulses should be 1.02 nm if they are to be well resolved at the Megaframe. This value
is very close to 0.96 nm that we obtained from the FP filter measurement which gives an
indication that the WTM instrument operating in-line with the theory.
The spectral resolution across the entire wavelength range can be easily calculated from
Equation 4.1. The resolution of the WTM spectra depends on the wavelength, and in-
creases for shorter wavelengths as the chromatic dispersion in the MCF increases. For
the central core, the dispersion was measured to be as -621.6 ps nm−1 km−1 at 510 nm
and -417.8 ps nm−1 km−1 at 590 nm. Based on these dispersion values, we expect the res-
olution of the WTM spectrum ranging from 0.8 nm to 1.2 nm according to Equation 4.1.
The final spectrum from the WTM instrument can be obtained by adding all the WTM
spectra from each core pixel combinations. In that case, the spectral resolution of the fi-
nal spectum at any specific wavelength can be achieved by summing all the line-functions
from the cores of the MCF.
4.3.2 Broadband wavelength-to-time mapping
After careful calibration of the WTM system, WTM was performed over a broad range
of wavelengths. For the wavelength selection, the BP2 and FP filters were removed and
the SC was spectrally narrowed within the 500 nm to 600 nm spectral region using SP,
LP and BP1 filters. The filtered light was then coupled directly onto the multimode end
of the PL, keeping the output imaging system unchanged. As the result of wavelength
dependent coupling in the multimode end of the PL, it was observed that each MCF core
exhibits very different spectra. To show the impact of this on photon counts in pixels,
Fig. 4.13 (a) presents summed counts in each pixel at the Meagaframe with spectrum in
three representative pixels (b). There is a clear variation of total counts across the 11×11
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subset of pixels and as discussed in Section 4.2.1, the reason for this is the variation in the
core specific propagation losses in the MCF. In an ideal situation, the MCF cores would
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Figure 4.13: Summed counts in each pixel of the Megaframe without the
rotating diffuser plate (a) with the WTM spectra of three representative
pixels (b), summed counts in each pixel of the Megaframe with the rotating
diffuser plate (c) with the same three representative pixels (d) given in b.
This figure is adapted from [23].
have same propagation losses and the cores should exhibits same coupling efficiency to
SPADs and the total counts across the 11×11 subset of pixels would have uniform inten-
sity distribution. This situation is not achieved as there are some loss of information in
the final spectrum due to the wavelength-dependent coupling at the multimode end. To
investigate how this wavelength-dependent coupling and loss impacted on the final WTM
spectrum, a second set of measurements were performed by placing a rotating diffuser
plate directly in front of the multimode end of the lantern. The diffuser plate was used to
remove the high intensity bright spots by spreading the light evenly across the surface. A
stepper motor was used to rotate the diffuser at a rate of 20 Hz. By transforming the laser
light into many scattered laser spots, the rotating diffuser plate ensures the even spreading
of coupling light onto the multimode port. This enables excitation of all the modes in the
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multimode end of the PL equally in a time averaged manner for all wavelengths. This
time, the cores would produce same WTM spectra similar to the one if there are no loss
of information due to wavelength dependent coupling since all wavelength couple into
the lantern equally. Figure 4.13 (c) and (d) presents the summed counts in each pixel of
the 11×11 subset of SPAD array with the spectra in the same three pixels presented in
Fig. 4.13 (b) after introducing the rotating diffuser plate. In this case, since all the wave-
lengths are coupled onto the PL equally, the time-resolved spectrum from all the mapped
pixels should exhibit similar spectrum. It is clear that with the rotating diffuser plate, all
the MCF cores exhibits similar WTM spectra. However, due to the reflection from the
input surface of the diffuser plate, the intensity of light after the diffuser plate reduces
significantly. This is more evident in the TCSPC measurement (Fig. 4.13 c) as the photon
counts reduces drastically.
Figure 4.14: (a) Final summed spectra obtained after adding all the spectra
from the illuminated pixels at the Megaframe with (a) and without (b) the
rotating diffuser plate, and the reference spectrum recorded with a conven-
tional spectrometer (c). This figure is adapted from [23].
The final WTM spectra from the instrument without and with the rotating diffuser plate
was obtained by adding all the individual WTM spectra from the mapped 11×11 subset
of pixels. Figure 4.14 (a) presents the normalised final WTM spectra without the dif-
fuser plate and Fig.4.14 (b) presents the normalised spectra with the diffuser plate. Fig-
ure 4.14 (c) presents a reference spectrum recorded with the conventional spectrometer.
Both the WTM spectra match well with the reference spectrum except there are some loss
of information in the spectrum recorded without the rotating diffuser plate. The reason for
this is the loss introduced by the wavelength-dependent coupling at the multimode end of
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the PL. There is a clear increase of counts in the WTM spectra towards the shorter wave-
length region compared to the reference spectrum. This is likely due to the wavelength-
dependent MFD of the MCF cores (see Section 4.2.1) in which the shorter wavelengths
are confined more tightly to the SPAD active area compared to the longer wavelengths.
Also, as given in Section 2.4, the photon detection probability of the Megaframe SPADs
varies significantly by ≈ ± 15 % to the mean within the 500-600 nm region. For the
future applications these effects needs to be taken into consideration. Clearly, a SNR of
10 was achieved with the demonstrated WTM system which is a significant improvement
compared to other existing single pixel WTM systems.
Fill factor enhancement
The mapping of 121 MCF single-mode cores to 121 SPADs will effectively increase the
fill factor of a subset of SPADs in the Megaframe. To measure this fill factor enhancement,
light at 532 nm was coupled onto the multimode end of the PL which was attached to a
9 m long MCF. A single-mode core at the output was selected and mapped to a single pixel
at the Megaframe. Different magnifications of the single core mode was selected ranging
from 1.4 to 5.1 and the counts for each magnification was recorded at the SPAD pixel for
a set time. For the magnification 1.4, it is reasonable to assume that the light from the
mode with a 1/e2 MFD of 1.84 µm falls inside the SPAD active area of ≈ 6 µm. The total
counts for a set time in the pixel was then recorded for this magnification. This would
be the maximum achievable counts for the core-pixel combination with 100 % coupling
efficiency. To couple 121 MCF cores with a core-core spacing 10.53 µm to 121 SPADs
with each separated by 50 µm, the MCF core spacing should be magnified by M = 4.75.
This value matches one particular measured M value (M = 4.7) to within experimental
error. By comparing the counts with a magnification of M = 1.4 and M = 4.7, a single
core-SPAD efficiency of 64 % is achieved which is a significant improvement over the
SPADs fill factor of 1 %.
The diameter of the SPAD’s active area was evaluated by considering the fibre mode as a
circular aperture of diameter 1.85 µm dilated by a magnification of 4.75. By considering
the SPAD’s active area as a circular aperture, the fraction of the beam passing through
the active area was calculated for different magnifications and fitted to the data using a
χ2 fitting procedure. The best fit was achieved for a radius 3.15 µm which matches with
the ≈ 6 µm SPAD diameter reported. Figure 4.15 (a) show the efficiency of a single
core-SPAD pair as a function of magnification of the core mode at 532 nm.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Coupling efficiency of a single core-SPAD pair as the func-
tion of magnification. Efficiency 1 indicates the maximum counts achieved
when the light falls completely within the active area of the pixel. (b) A
representation of how the MCF cores could be images on a perfect square
array of SPADs for optimum coupling condition. The sizes of the cores
and SPADs are not representing the actual sizes. This figure is adapted
from [23].
To calculate the overall efficiency of coupling with 121 MCF cores being mapped to 121
SPADs, a computer simulation was performed. Clearly, an overall efficiency of 64 % can
only be achieved if the MCF cores are spatially oriented in a perfect square grid. Since this
is not the case for the MCF, the method described in Section 4.2.1 was used to calculate
the over all core-SPAD coupling efficiency. The measured RMS displacement of the cores
in the MCF, 0.54 µm, dilates to 2.54 µm for a magnification of 4.75. The impact of this
mismatch on overall cores-SPADs coupling was evaluated by calculating the fraction of
circular Gaussian beam passing through a circular aperture with 121 mode-SPAD lateral
offsets. An average overall efficiency of 45.8 % was achieved using this technique. This
value is an underestimation of the efficiency we achieved in the experiment since we
are not considering the translation of MCF matrix with respect to the central grid point.
Figure 4.15 (b) is a visual representation of MCF cores being mapped onto the perfect
square array of SPADs in the optimum coupling condition. In the future applications, the
SNR of the WTM instrument can be greatly improved by fabricating a MCF with more
number of single-modes with periodic core-core spacing.
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4.4 Chapter summary
This Chapter discussed in detail about the experiments performed towards the develop-
ment of a multiplexed single-mode WTM instrument. A MCF-PL was introduced for
the efficient collection and reformatting of multimode states of light into an array of 121
SPADs on a single photon sensitive detector array. The MCF was characterized in-terms
of cross coupling between cores, MCF-core positions, MFD of the MCF cores, core spe-
cific propagation loss, and the dispersion in the MCF cores. From the cross coupling
measurements, it was observed that the MCF cores are ideal for the WTM measurements
in the 500 nm to 600 nm spectral region. The coupling was found to be negligible below
620 nm. This indicates that the MCF can provide the spatial resolution required for the
time-resolved imaging. The variation of the MCF core positions from an ideal square
structure was investigated. A computer simulation was performed to investigate the vari-
ation of the measured core-core separations with a perfectly square grid. A minimum
RMS value of 0.54 µm was obtained between the measured core separations and the grid
for a grid spacing of 10.53 µm. In future, with state-of-the-art fabrication systems, it is
possible to fabricate MCFs with perfectly square structure. The MFD of the MCF cores
were measured using calibrated near field imaging. The MCF cores exhibit a 1/e2 MFD
of 1.83 µm± 0.04 µm in one axis and 1.85 µm± 0.05 µm on the other. The core specific
propagation loss was calculated from fibre cut back method. From the measurements, the
central core exhibits a propagation loss of≈ 0.1 dBm−1. The NA of the multimode end of
the PL was measured from near field imaging and measured to be 0.15 at 550 nm. An in-
sertion loss of≈ 1.2 dB was obtained for an injecting light with NA = 0.03 at λ = 530 nm.
The WTM of multimode states of light was then performed making use of the TCSPC
capability of the Megaframe. Using custom imaging syatem, the 121 core modes in the
MCF was mapped onto 121 SPADs on the Megaframe. The WTM was well calibrated
over a spectral range of 500 nm to 600 nm. From the arrival time of photons at the SPADs
and fitting the data with the 4th order polynomial, the calibration equations were derived
across the wavelength region. The core specific dispersion across the 500 nm to 600 nm
was calculated from the differentials of the calibration equations. The dispersion across
the MCF cores at 550 nm was measured to be 500.34± 30.86 ps nm−1 km−1. By Mapping
MCF cores to SPADs, an effective fill factor of 46 % was achieved which is a significant
improvement compared to the 1 % fill factor of SPADs itself. By carefully optimising the
MCF-PL parameters during fabrication and with custom imaging systems, it is possible
to achieve near 100 % optical fill factor enhancement in core-SPAD mapping.
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Chapter 5
Quasi real-time imaging and wavelength-to-time mapping of spatial
modes in a few-mode fibre
5.1 Introduction
Optical fibres have been extensively used in applications such as optical telecommuni-
cation [114–120], fibre-based sensing [121–123], fluorescence-spectroscopy [124–126],
and quantum optics [127–129]. Optical fibres offer as an efficient tool for optical time-
stretch, a process based on WTM [23, 25] (see Section 4.1.1). Utilising WTM in SMF
is relatively simple as there is only one mode (with two orthogonal polarisations) propa-
gating along the fibre. Light in MMFs can travel in different modes depending upon the
launching conditions and fibre parameters. The different group velocities of the propagat-
ing modes results the modes arriving at different time at the fibre output. This difference
in time-of-flight between various mode groups is described by differential mode delay
(DMD). Providing there is no crosstalk between modes in the fibre, signals can propagate
in each mode along the length of the fibre without reducing the bandwidth-length prod-
uct for optical telecommunication. This method which utilises each mode as a separate
channel to carry information is known as mode division multiplexing (MDM). Recent de-
velopment in MDM for long-haul optical transmission systems utilises MMFs, which are
mainly focussed on multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) digital signal process-
ing [130–132].
A recent demonstration in optical time-stretch spectroscopy showed that higher order
modes could also be excited and utilised offering more degrees of freedom for optimis-
ing and designing fibres for time-stretch imaging applications [133]. For the time-stretch
imaging based on MMF and FMF, an accurate and reliable method is needed for the GVD
and the DMD measurements. Current dispersion measurement techniques to characterise
MMFs makes use of interferometry and the information can be extracted from the spectral
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fringes caused by the inter-modal interference [134]. Conventional time-domain DMD
measurements uses steak cameras or fast detectors to extract propagation speed between
modes in conjunction with fast sampling oscilloscope. Imaging of the spatial modes using
CCD cameras can only provide spatial information about the modes. Addressing these
issues, a direct space-time imaging of propagating modes in a FMF was performed with
the Megaframe, at the same time enabling the WTM of the modes within a desired wave-
length region. This technique can be used to characterise FMFs and MMFs without the
requirement of any complicated calibration of the instrument. This experimental demon-
stration will open a new route towards time-stretch imaging and WTM applications by
utilising higher order modes.
5.2 Experimental details
This Section describes different experiments performed towards the quasi real-time imag-
ing and WTM of spatial modes emerging out from a few mode fibre using Megaframe.
A standard, commercially available SMF was used in our experiment (Corning SMF-28).
The fibre was designed to be single mode at λ = 1310 nm which has a core diameter
of ≈ 8.2 µm with NA 0.14. Before performing any WTM measurements, the refractive
index profile of the fibre was measured using an index profiler (IFA-100 Fiber Index Pro-
filer) by Mrs. Dionne Haynes at the Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam, Germany.
The numerical calculations were performed based on the refractive index profile of the fi-
bre. Figure 5.1 shows a micrograph of SMF-28 and the measured refractive index contrast
between the core and the cladding along fibre axis.
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a) b)
Figure 5.1: a) Micrograph of SMF-28. Scale bar, 30 µm. b) Measured
refractive index profile of the core and the cladding.
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The wavelength region in our measurements was carefully chosen so that the fibre sup-
ports a few modes for time-resolved imaging. All our measurements were restricted
within the wavelength region of 500 nm to 610 nm. In this region, the fibre supports
a maximum of six LP modes. The experimental set up for light-in-flight multimode imag-
ing is given in Figure 5.2. The set-up consists of two different arms for the TCSPC
measurement. Here, the signal from the fibre (start-arm) starts the TCSPC timer and the
periodic trigger signal from the laser stops the TCSPC measurement (stop-arm).
Laser
BS
FP
L1
L2
P
MF32OCF
Stop-arm
Start-arm
FMF
Figure 5.2: Experimental set-up for light-in-flight multimode imaging sys-
tem.
In the start-arm, spectrally narrow pulses of light were selected from the supercontinuum
laser operating at 19.5 MHz repetition rate using an AOTF in combination with the angle-
tunable FP filter. The central wavelengths of the narrow passbands after the FP filter was
measured using a conventional spectrometer (QEPro Ocean Optics Inc.). The filtered light
was then focussed onto a 981.5 m long SMF-28 fibre using lens L1 (f = 8 mm) which
excites the spatial modes in the fibre. By carefully optimising the input coupling, six LP
modes were observed in the fibre when exciting with 532 nm of light. Excitation of the
modes is dependent on the input coupling conditions as the relative intensity between the
modes changes significantly for different regions in the fibre core. By moving the fibre
facet on an x-y-z micro flexure stage, an overfilled condition was achieved which excites
all the LP modes in the fibre. It was observed that the mode pattern changes significantly
for different launching conditions in the fibre.
The length of the fibre was accurately measured using an Optical Time Domain Reflec-
tometer (OTDR). This length was chosen in order to obtain sufficient modal dispersion
in the fibre. At the output, the mode profile of the fibre was imaged onto the Megaframe
using lens, L2 (f = 4.51 mm). In order to reduce the ambiguity in mode images due
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to the degenerative modes, a polariser (P) was placed after lens L2 and the polarisation
direction was set same as the input coupling light. To investigate the output mode profile
of the SMF, a small portion of the output light was directed onto a CCD camera using a
beam-splitter. Both the Megaframe and the CCD camera were placed on the focal plane
of L2.
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Figure 5.3: Recorded modes on the Megaframe with two representative
pixels when coupling 532 nm light. a) Summed counts in each pixels at the
Megaframe integrated over the laser pulse period for a set time. b) Two rep-
resentative pixels with the relative intensity of different spatial modes. c)
Time evolution of the modes with peak arrival times. The observed modes
are, LP01 , LP12, LP11, LP02, LP21 and LP31. Note that a higher value in
x-axis indicates smaller propagation time for the modes along the fibre.
In the stop-arm for TCSPC measurement, a portion of the light from the laser was tapped
using a beam-splitter and coupled onto the OCF. The OCF provides a stable electrical
pulse to the MF32 which stops the TCSPC measurement for each laser pulse. Due to the
variation in the time delay of the stop signal, the IRFs of SPADs are aligned non-uniformly
in time with a standard deviation of ± 440 ps. This shift was taken into account and cor-
rected during the post processing of the data. Due to the CMOS fabrication intolerances,
almost 2 % of the pixels possesses high noise levels which are removed from the data
processing. Different peaks were observed at the Megaframe and the peaks represents
the spatial modes in the fibre. As an example, Figure 5.3 (a) shows the summed counts
in each pixel at the Megaframe for the entire laser pulse period (51 ns) with two repre-
sentative pixels (b) showing the spatial modes for a narrow pass band of light at central
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wavelength, λ = 532 nm integrated over a set time. The well resolved peaks at the two
pixels represents six spatial modes supported by the fibre. The passband of the coupled
light was measured to be ≈ 1nm FWHM. Due to chromatic dispersion in the fibre, the
recorded impulse response of the fibre for each mode at the Megaframe spans a FWHM
of ≈ 550 ps. Since Megaframe works in reverse START-STOP TCSPC mode, a longer
value in the time axis represents shorter propagation time along the fibre. At 532nm, the
LP01 mode propagates faster and arrives at the Megaframe first followed by LP12, LP11,
LP02, LP21, and LP31. This indicates that the group indices of the modes are higher for the
successive modes. Figure 5.3 (c) presents the time evolution of the fibre modes recorded
at the Megaframe. The title of each time frame represents the peak arrival time of the
modes.
The time difference between slowest (LP31) and fastest mode (LP01) (maximal excur-
sion) in differential group delay is ≈ 5.5 ns. The maximum achievable temporal resolu-
tion of our imaging system is determined by the length of the fibre and the timing jitter of
Megaframe (contribution from both laser jitter and electronics).
5.2.1 Calibration of WTM of spatial modes
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Figure 5.4: Reference spectrum for WTM of spatial modes recorded with
a conventional spectrometer
To calibrate the WTM of spatial modes, different central wavelengths were selected using
the AOTF and the FP filter. The central wavelengths of the narrow passbands were mea-
sured using the conventional spectrometer. Figure 5.4 presents the measured reference
spectrum with different central wavelengths. The FWHM of the passbands were set to be
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< 2 nm using the FP filter in order to avoid the broadening of the signal at the Megaframe
due to chromatic dispersion.
The wavelength-dependent arrival times of photons at different central wavelengths of
different spatial modes were then obtained for 500 nm to 610 nm spectral region. The
peak arrival time of the wavelengths for different spatial modes were then recorded at a
single pixel on the Megaframe. Figure 5.5 (a) represents the measured (marked) and the
fitted (solid lines) arrival times for five spatial modes recorded on a single pixel at the
Megaframe.
The measured arrival time of photons fitted well with the fourth order polynomial. The
equations of these fits can be used to convert the arrival time into wavelength within the
selected spectral region.
a b
Figure 5.5: Calibration of wavelength-to-time mapping of spatial modes. a)
Arrival times of photons at the Megaframe (marked) and fitted (Solid line)
for five spatial modes. b) Measured chromatic dispersion from the gradient
of the fit.
From the gradient of the fit, the chromatic dispersion of five modes were calculated and
given in Fig. 5.5 (b). In all the measurements, the number of photons per pulse was< 0.01
which ensures that the measurements were performed in the single photon regime to avoid
pulse pile-up.
5.2.2 Relative modal delay
From the wavelength-dependent arrival time of photons in different spatial modes, the
relative modal delay between different mode groups were measured with respect to the
fundamental mode. The theoretical values were calculated from the scalar wave equations
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical (solid lines) and experimental (marked) relative
modal delay between different mode groups with respect to the LP01 mode.
of a fibre with radial index profile. Based on the refractive index profile, Figure 5.6
presents the theoretical and the experimentally observed modal delay values. The small
mismatch in the theoretical and experimental values are likely due to the stress induced
effects as the fibre was wrapped in a fibre wheel. This effect is more evident for the LP31
mode as the mode electric field distribution is concentrated more towards the outer region
of the core. The solid lines represents the theoretical modal delay difference of different
modes with respect to LP01 mode as a function of wavelength. The marked points are
the experimentally observed data points. There is a discrepancy in LP12 mode due to the
cut-off wavelength around 550 nm and the behaviour of the mode is highly dependent on
environmental and stress related changes in the fibre parameters.
This real-time monitoring of modes can be used to find the effective refractive index
difference (∆ηeff ) between the closest mode groups. The measured effective refractive
index differences are in the order of 10−4 which is comparable with the values offered by
the existing interferometric and phase shift techniques.
To compare the presented technique with other DMD characterisation approaches cur-
rently used, Table 5.1 lists the comparison between the Megaframe and some of the com-
mon approaches with basic features. Here, the comparison is focussed on the temporal
resolution of the detection system. The temporal resolution in time or frequency domain
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is defined as the maximum value among the FWHM of the waveforms in the DMD pro-
file. The values given in the table is taken from the literatures [135–138] may vary for
different systems as the resolution is dependent on the sampling detector and the light
source.
Method Resolution(ps m−1) Features
Optical frequency domain
reflectometry
0.058
Calibration required, no
imaging capability
Mach-Zehnder interferometry 0.09
Calibration required, short
length of fibre, no imaging
capability
Frequency domain phase shift 0.013
Calibration required, high
accuracy, short length of
fibre, no imaging capability
Optical time domain
reflectometry
0.088
Calibration required, low
noise, high interference
contrast, no imaging
capability
Megaframe 32 0.56
No need of calibration, long
length of fibre required,
imaging capability, single
photon sensitivity
Table 5.1: Comparison of DMD measurements using Megaframe and other
common approaches.
The imaging technique presented here is of great interest in FMF telecommunication ap-
plications and 3D imaging. With Geiger mode APD based on InP/InGaAs(P) pixels, it
is possible to extend the imaging technique to telecommunication wavelengths such as
1310 nm and 1550 nm. High performance multipixel single photon detectors are com-
mercially available offering higher sensitivity and lower dark count rates at the telecom-
munication wavelengths [139]. Similar to Megaframe architecture, these detectors are
integrated using CMOS technology and interfaced using FPGA. The detector offers time-
of-flight measurements of each pixels with a frame rate of ≈ 185 KHz for 32×32 pixel
sensor and ≈ 115 KHz for 128×32 pixel sensor. The challenges in FMF telecommunica-
tion for MDM including DMD and crosstalk due to cross coupling between modes can be
easily addressed by combining the presented technique and Geiger mode APDs. In fibre
based 3D imaging, this technique can improve the imaging capability by utilising higher
order modes offering more signal to noise ratio.
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5.3 Chapter summary
To summarise, making use of the TCSPC capability of the Megaframe, quasi real-time
imaging and WTM of different spatial modes in a FMF is realised. A commercially avail-
able SMF was used as a FMF by choosing a shorter wavelength region. First, light at
532 nm was selected using a combination of an AOTF and FP filter and coupled onto
the SMF. At this wavelength, the fibre supports 6 LP modes and all the modes were ex-
cited using an overfilled condition at the fibre input. The output profile of the fibre was
imaged onto the Megaframe and the real-time imaging of spatial modes was performed.
Six peaks with varying amplitudes were observed at the Megaframe pixels, each repre-
senting different spatial modes. Due to the chromatic dispersion in the fibre, the FWHM
of each LP mode spans ≈ 550 ps at the Megaframe. Narrow passbands of light within
500-600 nm region was then selected using a combination of an AOTF and FP filter. The
central wavelength of each signals were recorded using a commercial spectrometer. To
reduce the chromatic dispersion and the broadening of signal at the pixels, the FWHM of
the passbands were restricted to < 2 nm by angle tuning the FP filter. The wavelength-
dependent arrival time of photons in spatial modes were then recorded at the Megaframe.
The measured arrival times across the wavelength region fits well with the fourth order
polynomial. The chromatic dispersion of modes were calculated from the derivative of the
fit. The differential mode delay of the modes with respect to the fundamental mode were
also measured with picosecond timing accuracy. The experimental values matches well
with the theoretical values across the wavelength region. The proposed method can also
be used to calculate the effective refractive index difference between the closest mode
groups in the order of 10−4 which is comparable with the current interferometric tech-
niques. This experimental demonstration on time-resolved imaging of spatial modes will
find applications in areas such as time-stretch spectroscopy, MDM, and real-time soliton
imaging.
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Chapter 6
Time-resolved discrete imaging in photonic lattices using state-recycling
6.1 Introduction
The propagation of light in lattices of coupled waveguides is analogous to electrons trav-
elling in semiconductor crystals. The spatial refractive index distribution of the periodic
photonic structure enables the discretised hopping of light inside the waveguide structures
and therefore plays an important role in scientific and fundamental research. In coupled
waveguide arrays with discrete translational symmetry, the confinement and evolution
of light is quantized. The phenomenon is known as discrete diffraction [140–142] were
the electromagnetic wave is a discrete function of space and time. The first theoretical
realisation of discrete diffraction was in 1965 by Jones [143] and later experimentally
demonstrated on gallium arsenide arrays a few years later [144]. However, the diffraction
pattern can be tailored upon introducing an inhomogeneity in the lattice. For example, one
can localise the electromagnetic field inside the lattice by introducing an inhomogeneity
in the lattice . Remarkably, the diffraction suppression in periodic lattices can lead to
Bloch oscillations where the electromagnetic wave exhibits periodic oscillations in the
lattice. Observed early this century, Bloch and Zener [26, 27] predicted that electrons in
a perfect crystal exhibits oscillatory motion rather than uniform under the influence of a
constant electric field. The existence of Bloch oscillations was first observed experimen-
tally in semiconductor super lattices [145]. Optical waveguide systems offers the ability
to visualise phenomenon such as Block oscillations with photons. Observing Bloch os-
cillations in periodic lattices can be achieved by several ways. One can introduce a linear
variation in the effective refractive index profile of the waveguides and the photons be-
have same as that of electrons in a periodic crystal with constant electric field [146]. The
period of Bloch oscillations depends on the ramp of the linear potential. The ramp in
potential can also be realised using a temperature gradient across the lattice axes [147] or
by synchronously curving the axes of the optical waveguides [148, 149].
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One of the most widely accepted methods to fabricate low-loss photonic lattices in trans-
parent dielectrics is ultrafast laser inscription (ULI), which involves tight focussing of fs-
laser pulses in a small volume of the transparent material inducing nonlinear light matter
interactions [150,151] at the focus spot. ULI enables integration of compact 3D photonic
structures for lab-on-a-chip applications with exceptional material flexibility [152–157].
ULI has already found applications in fabricating integrated photonic devices including
Mach-Zehnder interferometer [158], directional couplers [159], micro-lens arrays [160],
Bragg gratings [161], PL [162], and topological insulators [163]. The main disadvantage
of the ULI is the length of the inscribed photonic structures. As the waveguide structures
are inscribed by translating the dielectric material on high precision x-y-z stages, the max-
imum possible lattice length is determined by the translation limit of the stages. As we
demonstrate here, one way to address this issue is to fabricate the waveguide structures
on a small length of transparent material and coat the end facets of the sample with a
highly reflecting material. By coating the end facets of the lattice, one can effectively
increase the lattice length making use of multiple reflections at the facets. However, ob-
serving the diffraction phenomena in such lattices in space and time is challenging and
time consuming. The major limitation in discrete imaging in guided-optics is the lack
of novel detectors which can perform space-time (x-t) imaging. This limitation can be
overcome with Megaframe in conjunction with TCSPC technique. By placing the lattice
in a linear cavity and using each SPAD pixels as individual detector channels, direct time-
resolved discrete imaging is demonstrated for the first time. With custom imaging tech-
nique, the evolution of light in the waveguide array was monitored in quasi real-time using
the Megaframe SPAD pixels. The state-recycling technique [165] and demonstration on
real-time imaging of discrete system will open new possibilities in direct observation of
discrete phenomena in guided-optics.
6.2 Experimental details
The following Subsections deals with various experimental demonstrations involved in
time-resolved discrete imaging in 1D lattices using state-recycling. The fabrication and
preparation of the lattices and the state-recycling techniques are explained.
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6.2.1 Fabrication of photonic lattices
This Section describes the fabrication of two different types of 1D lattices using ULI
technique1. The refractive index distribution in the lattices was controlled using the slit-
beam shaping method [152]. The material modification depends on parameters such as
laser pulse energy, pulse duration, wavelength and polarisation, translation speed and the
lens configuration. The fabrication parameters and lattice specifications are described
below.
a). Slowly-driven 1D lattice
A set of periodically driven waveguide was fabricated on a 15 mm long borosilicate
glass sample (Corning Eagle2000). The waveguides were designed to be in slowly-driven
regime. Slowly-driven periodic system indicates that the driving frequency is of the or-
der of the coupling constant between the waveguides [163]. A pulsed femtosecond laser
(350-fs pulses) operating at 500 kHz repetition rate at 1030 nm was used to inscribe the
waveguides by translating the glass sample at a speed of 9mm/sec. The fabrication pa-
rameters were optimised to produce the waveguides by single scan and the waveguides
were single-mode within the wavelength range 780-980 nm. The structure of two adjacent
waveguides resembles that of a directional coupler where the strength of evanescent cou-
pling between the waveguides entirely depends on the coupling constant and the lattice
constant. Synchronously bent waveguides were fabricated to turn the bonds "ON" and
"OFF" by coupling of light at the interaction region. A schematic of two such waveguides
(WG1 and WG2) is given in Fig. 6.1. The translation speed and scanning parameters
were set so that the waveguides are uncoupled initially with a maximum inter-waveguide
separation (dmax) of 40 µm. By translating the waveguides in x-y-z, the inter-waveguide
separation was then reduced synchronously forming a straight region where the separation
is minimum (dmin).
At the interaction region (L2), the waveguides will act as two straight waveguides in which
the bond turns "ON" for the desired wavelengths. As the coupling constant is a function
of wavelength [164], the strength of the evanescent coupling can be changed by tuning the
wavelength of light injection. Light reaching at the interaction region will evanescently
coupled between the waveguides for a particular wavelength. After the interaction region,
the inter-waveguide separation is set in the reverse order. The magnitude of the coupling
1Fabrication was performed by Dr. Sebabrata Mukherjee
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of two synchronously bending waveguides,
WG1 and WG2.
constant can be controlled by changing the waveguide separation and varying the wave-
length of light injection. At the bending region (regions L1 and L3), the output intensities
of WG1 and WG2 follows sine-squared function. The normalised output intensities in
WG1 and WG2 when exciting WG1 is given by [163, 166],
I1 = cos
2(φ); I2 = sin
2(φ) (6.1)
where φ =
∫ z
0
k(z)dz (6.2)
Twelve such units were fabricated on the sample. Each unit is a 50:50 directional coupler,
see also [167]. Each waveguide in the directional coupler has a MFD of ≈ 8 µm.
b). Straight 1D lattice
To observe the discrete phenomena in straight coupled waveguide arrays, a second set of
lattices were fabricated on a 30 mm long sample (Corning Eagle2000) using the ULI. As
given in Fig. 6.2 (a), the lattice consists of 1-D waveguide array with one waveguide per
basis, ∆n(x+a )= ∆n(x), where a is the lattice constant.
Twenty straight periodic waveguides were inscribed by translating the sample at a trans-
lation speed of 9mm/sec with single scan. The refractive index profile of the waveguides
were controlled using slit beam shaping method as described above. The fabrication pa-
rameters were optimised so that the waveguides confines light only as the fundamental
mode at 780-980 nm wavelength region. The inter-waveguide separation were set to be
19 µm with a MFD of ≈ 8 µm. Figure 6.2 (a) represents a schematic diagram of a finite
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the coupled waveguide array consist-
ing of 9 straight waveguides. a is the lattice constant and z is the propaga-
tion direction of light. (b) A white-light micrograph of the fabricated array
consists of 20 waveguides. Scale bar, 20 µm.
1D array with lattice constant a and propagation direction z. Figure 6.2 (b) shows a white-
light transmission micrograph of the fabricated straight 1D lattices with twenty straight
waveguides. Neglecting the small refractive index variations along the lattice due to laser
power fluctuations, we assume that the waveguides are identical with same propagation
constant and coupling constant values.
6.2.2 Photonic lattice - linear cavity preparation
First, the end facets of the two lattices were polished using a waveguide polishing ma-
chine. The facets were cleaned using acetone and coated with silver (99.99 % pure silver)
using vacuum thermal evaporation technique (EDWARDS AUTO 306 vacuum chamber),
forming a linear cavity. Initially, the coating reflectivity was characterised using an optical
fibre circulator (Nortel Network HRC-1550-Q3-1010). A continuous wave laser operating
at 1550 nm was used as the source. A SMF (SMF-28) bare terminated at one end was held
inside the coating chamber close to the sample as the test fibre. One port of the circulator
was connected to the test fibre (SMF-28) and the other to an optical spectrum analyser
(ADVANTEST Q8384). The Fresnel reflection from the bare fibre end was recorded and
the power was noted in the optical spectrum analyser. Taking the initial power value as a
reference, the power value was estimated for any desired reflection value from the fibre
facet. The increase in power upon silver coating was then monitored in real-time using
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the spectrum analyser. The coating was stopped at a desired power value at the spectrum
analyser. This method provides control over coating reflectivity within an error ± 3 %.
The source of this error is primarily due to the error in Fresnel reflection measurement
induced by the imperfect cleaving of the fibre facet.
The reflections at the end facets were carefully chosen to minimise the cavity round trip
loss. Reflectivity at the end facets is an important factor in photon counting measurement
as it relates to the quality factor of the cavity. A smaller reflection value will lead to low
quality factor as more light transmitted and hence lost after each cavity round trip. The
reflectivity at the end facets of the slowly-driven lattice were measured to be ≈ 92 % and
≈ 90 % respectively at 780 nm. The cavity round trip loss at the coated end facets is there
for ≈ 18 % which is negligible compared to the ≈ 3 dB round trip propagation loss in the
waveguide itself. For the straight waveguides, the reflectivity from the end facets were
measured to be ≈ 87 % and ≈ 92 % respectively at 780 nm.
6.2.3 Time-resolved discrete imaging in a slowly-driven 1D lattice
Time-resolved discrete imaging in a slowly driven 1D lattice using state-recycling was
demonstrated for the first time. The experimental layout for the time-resolved discrete
imaging system is given in Fig. 6.3. A supercontinuum laser with variable repetition rate
from 2 MHz to 78 MHz was used as the source. As mentioned in previous chapters, the
TCSPC set-up consists of start and stop arms for the time-resolved imaging.
Figure 6.3: Experimental layout for time-resolved discrete imaging
In the start-arm, spectrally narrow pulses of light was selected from the supercontinuum
laser using an AOTF in combination with the angle-tunable FP filter. The central wave-
lengths of the narrow passbands after the FP filter were measured using the conventional
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spectrometer. The end waveguide on the input of the 15 mm long lattices was then ex-
cited using lens L1 (f = 8 mm) (indicated by red arrow in Fig. 6.4 (a)). As explained
in Section 6.2.1, each unit consisting of two waveguides with periodically varying bond
strengths J1,2 (t) in time (Fig. 6.4 (b)). The sample was mounted on a nm-precision five
axis flexure stage to achieve maximum alignment control. For optimum coupling, the NA
of light injection should match with the NA of the waveguide in the lattice. This was
achieved using a variable iris just before the input lens L1. The NA of light injection
could be varied by varying the aperture size of the iris. Optimum NA of light injection
and maximum coupling efficiency was achieved for a particular aperture size. At the out-
put, the output intensity pattern of the waveguide array was imaged onto the Megaframe
using L2 (f = 15 mm), L3 (f = 200 mm) and L4 (f = 200 mm). The magnification of
the imaging system was chosen in such a way that the successive waveguide modes are
imaged onto alternative pixels at the Megaframe. This will reduce any cross talk between
the pixels due to scattering. A CCD camera was used to investigate the magnification of
the imaging system. As mentioned earlier, the waveguides are separated by 40 µm and
a magnification of 2.5 is required to image the modes into alternative individual pixels
(mode spacing is 100 µm after this magnification). At this magnification, the MFD of
the waveguide modes are ≈ 25 µm which is highly overfilled compared to the ≈ 6 µm
active area of SPADs. The precise tuning of magnification was achieved by moving the
lenses, L2, L3 and L4. Both the Megaframe and the CCD camera were placed at the focal
plane of L4. The optimisation of magnification and the waveguide-SPAD mapping was
achieved from the correlation between photon counts at the CCD camera image and the
photon counts at the Megaframe pixels. Figure 6.5 is a schematic representation of the
mode-SPAD imaging after optimising the imaging parameters. Setting the exact magnifi-
cation is crucial in the TCSPC measurements as any offset in mode mapping will results
an asymmetry in photon distribution at the Megaframe pixels.
In the stop-arm for TCSPC measurement, a portion of the light from the supercontinuum
was tapped using a beam-splitter and coupled onto the OCF. The OCF provides stable
electrical pulses to the MF 32 which stops the TCSPC measurement for each laser pulse.
By placing the lattice inside a cavity, the output state of the lattice were fed back to the
cavity. The transfer of light into the nearest waveguides upon reflections from the lattice
facets were observed at the Megaframe in a quasi real-time manner. Each mapped SPADs
contains histogram of photon distribution from individual modes as a function of cavity
round trip time. As given in Fig. 6.4 (a), light coupled into the end waveguide will be
distributed to two waveguides and the relative intensities at the two waveguide modes
are entirely dependent on the coupling constant which is a function of wavelength. The
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Figure 6.4: a) Layout of the slowly-driven 1D lattice used for the exper-
iment. b) 1D representation of the lattice with bond strengths which are
periodically varying in time (J1,2 (t)). c-g) Expected intensity distribution
in the waveguides when coupling light at the edge mode for cavity lengths
L, 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L.
SPAD active areaWaveguide mode
Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of mode-SPAD mapping. The size
of the waveguide mode or SPAD active area does not represent the actual
physical dimensions.
injection wavelength and thus the coupling constant was chosen in such a way that 50 % of
light transfers into the nearest waveguide. This was achieved with an injection wavelength
of 862 nm. The light was expected to hope from one unit to another for each cavity round
trip. The expected light distribution in the output facet of the lattice for lattice lengths, L,
3L, 5L, 7L and 9L is given in Fig. 6.4 (c-g).
The polarisation state of the coupling light was set to be parallel with respect to the di-
rection of light propagation. The relative intensity in the first two waveguides was then
calculated from the total counts in the first two corresponding mapped pixels (pixels 1 and
2 in Fig. 6.6 (b)) which was found to be 49.3 % and 50.7 % respectively. This indicates
that almost 50 % of light from the excited site transfers into the nearest waveguide. As
given in Section 6.2.1, light coupled on a single waveguide will be evanescently coupled
to the nearest waveguide at the interaction region enabling the bonds turning "ON" and
"OFF" for each cavity round trip. The transfer of light (shift in spectrum at the Megaframe
pixels) as a function of cavity round trip (time) is given in Fig. 6.6 (a). The duration of
light transfer in the waveguides completely depends upon the length of the interaction
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Figure 6.6: a) Observed time-resolved spectrum at the Megaframe pixels.
b) A surface image of mapped SPADs showing the discretized propagation
of light in the lattice for cavity lengths L, 3L, 5L, 7L and 9L. Red arrow
indicates the injection site (waveguide1).
region and the lattice length. For the 15 mm long sample, the cavity round trip time is
≈ 150 ps. This indicates a total time difference of 3 bins (≈ 150 ps, with each bin≈ 50 ps)
between successive round trips at the Megaframe SPADs. Four cavity round trips were
observed at the Megaframe with a clear indication of discrete transfer of light in the lat-
tice. As mentioned, two nearby waveguides are considered as one unit. Figure 6.6 (b)
presents the normalised time-resolved surface map of discrete propagation of light in the
lattice for multiple round trips obtained from (a). The red arrow in Fig. 6.6 (b) indicates
the excitation waveguide. The photon signal level was < 0.1 per pulse which ensures
the measurement was in single photon regime and the entire acquisition took ≈ 41,000 s.
The power of light transfer between the waveguides can be controlled by tuning the wave-
length of light injection.
6.2.4 Time-resolved discrete imaging in a straight 1D lattice
In a perfectly periodic 1D lattices, the photon intensity pattern after a certain length will
be governed by linear discrete diffraction. A second demonstrations on discretised prop-
agation and evolution of light in straight coupled waveguide array was performed using
the Megaframe using the same state-recycling scheme. For the measurement, the slowly-
driven lattices were replaced with a periodic 1D array. As given in Section 6.2.1, the
fabrication parameters were set so that the waveguides confines light only in the funda-
mental mode above 780 nm. To understand the propagation of light in the array, we are
considering the simplest situation were only one waveguide is excited at the input. Light
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at 870 nm was selected from the supercontinuum laser (78 MHz repetition rate) was used
to excite a single site in the waveguide array using lens L1.
Figure 6.7: a) Simulated diffraction pattern for a 30 cm long lattice. (b)
Experimentally observed diffraction pattern over an effective lattice length
of 27 cm.
The output intensity distribution of the array was then imaged onto the Megaframe after
exciting a waveguide in the middle (WG10) of the lattice. Here also, the output intensity
distribution of the lattice was coupled back to the cavity effectively increasing the lattice
length for each cavity round trip. This time the magnification was set so that each waveg-
uide mode is imaged onto individual SPADs at the Megaframe. To image twenty modes
with inter-waveguide separation 19 µm into twenty SPADs, a magnification of 2.63 is
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required. This was achieved by using the output lenses L2, L3, and L4 and the over all
magnification was investigated from the correlation between the CCD camera image and
photon counts at individual SPADs at the Megaframe as mentioned earlier.
The imaging was then performed after optimising the magnification and waveguide-SPAD
mapping. For the 30 mm long lattice, the cavity round trip time is ≈ 300 ps and therefore
the peaks were expected to be separated by 6 time bins at the Megaframe SPADs. Four
round trips were observed with a total time duration of ≈ 1.5 ns. This time indicates
an effective lattice length of 270 mm. The photon counts per pulse was measured to be
< 0.1 for the maximum illuminated pixel indicating that the TCSPC measurements were
performed in single photon regime.
Figure 6.8: Experimental (left) and theoretical (right) diffraction pattern for
lengths L (a), 3L (b), 5L (c), 7L (d), and 9L (e) obtained from Fig. 6.7.
Based on the lattice parameters, a computer simulation was then performed to investi-
gate the experimentally observed diffraction pattern with corresponding numerical re-
sults [168]. As the first step, the coupling constants in the periodic system were investi-
gated. We assume, the waveguides are identical and the coupling constants are same for
all waveguides ie, Cm,n = Cn,m = C. Figure 6.7 confirms this assumption by comparing
the experimentally observed diffraction pattern with the numerical results.
Figure 6.7 (a) represents the simulated theoretical diffraction pattern2 and Fig. 6.7 (b)
2Simulation was performed by Dr. Sebabrata Mukherjee, see also [165]
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Figure 6.9: The match between experimental and the theoretical diffraction
pattern for lengths L (a), 3L (b), 5L (c), 7L (d), and 9L (e) reproduced
from Fig. 6.8. The red bar represents experiment and blue bar represents
theory.
presents the experimental data. The red arrow in the figures indicates the injection site.
The best match between the experiment and theory was achieved for a coupling constant
value of 0.0275 mm−1. The match between experiment and theory for cavity lengths
L, 3L, 5L, 7L, and 9L (a,b,c,d, and e respectively) are presented in Fig. 6.8. The left
Figure presents experimental photon intensity distribution and the right Figure represents
numerical results. The match between the experimental (red bar) and theoretical diffrac-
tion pattern (blue bar) is presented in Fig. 6.9. Both the experiment and theory confirms
the discretised light propagation in a periodic array which is governed by linear discrete
diffraction.
However, there is a mismatch in the experimentally observed diffraction pattern (d and
e in Figures 6.8 and 6.9) compared to theoretical diffraction pattern. The reason for this
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mismatch could be the phase induced effects at the lattice facets. This can occur during
the sample polishing as the polishing tolerance associated with the waveguide polisher
is ± 0.3 degrees. Any small misalignment of the sample in the polishing mount will
introduce an angle at the end facets upon polishing. This angle can induce a phase dif-
ference between the adjacent waveguides upon reflections at the facets. To confirm this
phase changes at the lattice facets, further investigations were carried out by tuning the
wavelength.
Figure 6.10: Theoretically simulated diffraction pattern without a phase
difference (a) with a phase pi/7 (b) and the experimentally observed diffrac-
tion pattern (c).
This time, the wavelength of light injection was reduced so that any phase change will be
more evident in the diffraction pattern as the phase difference is inversely proportional to
wavelength. Horizontally polarised light at 800 nm was coupled into the single waveg-
uide (WG10) and the diffraction pattern is observed over a time duration of ≈ 1.5 ns.
This time indicates an effective lattice length of 27 cm. The experimental and numerical
results are given in Fig. 6.10. Figure 6.10 (a) represents a theoretically simulated diffrac-
tion pattern for a perfectly periodic waveguide array. The intensity pattern is expected
to be linear discrete diffraction. For a perfectly periodic lattice, the light will reach the
waveguide boundaries after a propagation length 5L (15 cm) as given in Fig. 6.10 (a)
. Further numerical simulations were carried out to investigate how a phase change be-
tween the waveguides affects the discrete evolution of light inside the lattice. A second
set of theoretical simulation was performed by introducing a phase between the adjacent
waveguides. Figure 6.10 (b) shows the numerical results after introducing a phase dif-
ference of pi/7 between the two nearby waveguides. It is clear that the diffraction pattern
changes significantly after introducing the phase and the light tends to localise inside the
lattice. The numerical result with a phase factor matches well with the experimentally ob-
served diffraction pattern, Fig. 6.10 (c). This indicates that there is a pi/7 phase difference
between the waveguides in the lattice. As mentioned earlier, the reason for this could be
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an angle in the facets introduced during the sample polishing. The best match between the
theory and experiment was observed for a coupling constant value of 0.027 mm−1. Gen-
erally speaking, the pattern is similar to Bloch oscillations observed in inhomogeneous
waveguide lattices. As an example, Bloch oscillations can be observed in lattices with an
introduction of linear variation in the effective refractive index across the array. A phase
difference in our experiment induces the linear localisation of the electromagnetic field
inside the lattice instead of unlimited spreading of light.
6.3 Chapter summary
To summarise, the discrete propagation and evolution of light in periodic 1D lattices was
demonstrated for the first time using state-recycling technique. The lattices were fab-
ricated using the ULI technique. Firstly, a set of slowly-driven synchronously bending
waveguides were fabricated on a 15 mm long glass sample. Twelve units of waveguides
were fabricated on the glass sample and each unit is a directional coupler. The transfer
of light between the waveguides were achieved at an interaction region along the axial
direction of the directional coupler. The lattice facets were then polished and coated with
silver, making a linear cavity. The hopping of light to the adjacent waveguides for dif-
ferent cavity round trips was observed at the Megaframe SPADs by feeding the output
mode profile back to the cavity. By allowing the light to reflect at the lattice facets, the
propagation of light in the lattice was observed for an effective lattice length of≈ 135 mm
which indicates a time duration of ≈1.1 ns.
Secondly, discrete propagation and evolution of light in periodic straight 1D waveguide
array was performed using the Megaframe. A periodic 1D array consisting of twenty
straight waveguides were fabricated on a 30 mm long glass sample. The sample was
polished and coated with silver allowing the re-injection of output intensity profile back
to the lattice. A single site at the waveguide array was excited with monochromatic light
and the waveguides are evanescently coupled. The change in field dynamics was observed
over multiple round trips for an effective length of ≈ 270 mm which indicates total time
duration of ≈ 1.5 ns in a quasi real-time manner. Numerical simulations were performed
to justify the experimental results. A mismatch between the experimental and theoretical
diffraction pattern was observed. The reason for this mismatch would be a phase change
induced upon reflections at the lattice facets due to imperfect polishing of the sample.
Further experiments were carried out by coupling shorter wavelengths to the lattice so
that any phase change will have large impact on the diffraction pattern. The numerical
results match well with the experiments indicating a phase difference of pi/7 between the
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nearby waveguides in the array. The localisation of light at lower wavelength suggests
an angle induced periodic potential in the lattice. The discrete pattern resembles closely
with that of Bloch oscillations observed on periodic potential systems. In future, differ-
ent discrete phenomena in optical waveguides such as Talbot effect [29], and Anderson
localisation [28] would be observed using the demonstrated technique.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis mainly focussed on the potential applications of a novel multipixel single
photon sensitive detector array, Megaframe 32, based on TCSPC technique. Three key
experiments in time-resolved photonic imaging is demonstrated. A literature review on
single photon detectors and their applications are presented in Chapter 2. Early stage
single photon detectors such as PMT, MCP-PMT, APD, and SPAD are introduced with
their working principles. Design of PMTs and MCP-PMTs are described with their ap-
plications in single photon detection. A comparison of thick and thin junction Si-SPAD
designs is given with relevant literature review on their characteristic parameters. The
electric field distribution, multiplication gain, noise, SNR of APDs are explained with
theoretical derivations. The quenching circuits in APDs are given with their respective
circuitry. A comparison of different single photon detector technologies is given with
their relative merits. Working principle of TCSPC is explained with basic TCSPC archi-
tecture. The Chapter also introduced the Megaframe 32, a novel multipixel single photon
detector consisting of 32×32 square array of Si-SPAD pixels with individual TDC for
TCSPC. The block diagram, TDC architecture, single pixel layout of Megaframe detec-
tor were presented along with the key detector parameters. The PDE of the Megaframe
SPADs is presented for different excess bias voltages. Due to the bandgap of silicon, the
spectral sensitivity of the Megaframe is limited from 400 nm to 1100 nm spectral region.
The maximum PDE is reported to be 28% for an excess bias 1.4 V.
A literature review on guided wave optics is presented in Chapter 3. Dispersion and loss
in optical fibres were explained. Modal, material and waveguide dispersions in the fibres
were briefly explained. Extrinsic and intrinsic losses in fibres were explained with their
effects in signal transmission. Extrinsic and intrinsic losses in optical fibres have been
presented. Extrinsic losses are classified into bending losses, launching losses and con-
nector losses. The effect of fibre bend radius on attenuation is outlined. It is observed that
bending loss is higher for small bending radius. The launching losses in the fibre can be
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greatly minimised by choosing the lens with the same NA that of the optical fibre. The
major intrinsic loss in optical fibres is caused by the OH− molecule present in the fibre
which absorbs in the NIR-IR portion of the spectrum. Linear and non-linear scattering
loss mechanisms in optical fibres is explained. With a λ−4 dependence, Rayleigh scat-
tering is the most predominant linear scattering loss mechanism in optical fibres. Guided
modes in optical waveguides were explained with theoretical derivation of mode param-
eters. The coupled mode theory in a two waveguide system is derived. The transfer of
power in evanescently coupled waveguides depends on the propagation constant of the
modes. Finally, the Chapter introduced fibre-photonic lantern, with their fabrication tech-
niques and important characterisation parameters. The fibre tapering process is explained
with the example of a SMF.
In the first experimental demonstration, Chapter 4 discussed multiplexed single-mode
WTM of multimode light using the Megaframe. The WTM concept in optical fibres was
explained. A PL was introduced for the efficient collection and reformatting of multimode
states of light into an array of Megaframe SPAD pixels. First, the MCF-PL was charac-
terised in detail. The cross coupling between MCF cores, MCF cores positions, MCF
mode-field diameter, MCF propagation loss were experimentally measured. From the
cross coupling measurements, it was observed that the cross talk is negligible between
the MCF cores below 620 nm. The core-to-core separation in the MCF was measured
using near field imaging. A computer simulation was then performed to measure the
deviation of MCF core positions from a perfectly square grid. A minimum RMS value
of 0.54 µm was obtained between the measured core positions and the grid for a grid
spacing of 10.53 µm. The MFD of the MCF cores were measured from calibrated imag-
ing system. The MCF cores exhibit a 1/e2 MFD of 1.83 µm ± 0.04 µm in one axis
and 1.85 µm ± 0.05 µm on the other. A propagation loss of ≈ 0.1 dBm−1 was mea-
sured using fibre cutback method. The NA and insertion loss of multimode end of PL
were calculated. The NA of the multimode end of the PL was measured to be 0.15 us-
ing near field imaging. The insertion loss of PL was calculated to be ≈ 1.2 dB for an
NA 0f 0.03. The WTM instrument was characterised in detail and well calibrated over a
wavelength region of 500-600 nm. By mapping 121 MCF cores onto 121 SPADs on the
Megaframe, core specific dispersions in MCF was calculated from the arrival time of pho-
tons at the SPADs. Across the MCF, the dispersion in the cores at 550 nm was measured
to be 500.34 ± 30.86 ps nm−1 km−1. Multiplexed WTM of multimode light was then
performed across the 500-600 nm spectral region. An effective fill factor improvement of
SPADs by factor of 46 was achieved using custom imaging system which is a significant
improvement compared to 1 % fill-factor of the detector array.
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Light-in-flight imaging of spatial modes in a FMF is demonstrated in Chapter 5. With a
timing resolution of≈ 50 ps, the linearly polarised modes were imaged on the Megaframe
SPADs using TCSPC technique. Initially, light at central wavelength 532 nm was coupled
onto ≈ 1 km length of SMF-28 fibre. At this wavelength, the fibre supports six LP modes
and all the modes were excited at the input of the fibre with an overfilled launching con-
dition. The output of the fibre was then imaged onto the Megaframe and light-in-flight
imaging of spatial modes were performed. From the FWHM of the DMD profile at the
Megaframe, the resolution of the instrument was calculated to be ≈ 0.56 psm−1. The ex-
periment was repeated by coupling short passbands of light across the 500 nm to 600 nm
spectral region onto the fibre. The passbands were selected by the combination of band-
pass filters and an angle tunable FP filter. The FWHM of the passbands were restricted
to < 2 nm by angle tuning the FP filter to reduce the pulse broadening at the pixels due
to chromatic dispersion. The WTM of spatial modes was performed for all passbands of
light and the chromatic dispersion of the modes were measured from the arrival time of
photons at the Megaframe. The relative modal delay of spatial modes with respect to the
fundamental mode and the effective refractive index difference between the closest mode
groups were then measured. The result obtained from the experiment is comparable with
the values offered by current fibre characterisation techniques. A comparison of DMD
measurements using the demonstrated technique and other common approaches is given.
Finally, to showcase the application of Megaframe in discrete optics, time-resolved dis-
crete imaging in photonic lattices was realised using state-recycling technique in Chap-
ter 6. Two types of 1D lattices were fabricated using ULI technique to demonstrate the
discrete propagation and evolution of light. First, the hopping of light in synchronously
bending waveguide array was observed at the SPAD pixels in space-time by placing the
15 mm long lattice in a linear cavity. By coating the end facet of the lattice with silver,
the output state of the waveguide array is re-injected back to the lattice and the evolu-
tion of light was observed at the Megaframe pixels in real-time for each cavity round
trip. Five cavity round trips were monitored on Megaframe SPADs indicating an effec-
tive lattice length of ≈ 135 mm which is equal to a time duration of ≈1.1 ns. Secondly,
the discretised dynamics of light in an array of straight 1D waveguides was monitored
at the Megaframe pixels. The facets of a 30 mm long lattice was coated with silver and
light was coupled onto a single site of the lattice. The evolution of light was observed
over multiple round trips for an effective length of ≈ 270 mm which indicates total time
duration of ≈ 1.5 ns in a quasi real-time manner. The mismatch in the recorded time-
resolved mode pattern at the Megaframe and the theoretical mode pattern indicated there
is a phase induced effect in the diffraction pattern. To justify the experimental results,
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numerical simulations were performed by introducing a pi/7 phase difference between the
waveguides. Both the theory and experiment confirms the discrete behaviour of light in
waveguide lattices.
7.1 Future scope of work
The experimental demonstrations using Megaframe opens endless possibilities in real-
time photonic applications. Especially, WTM can find application in photon-starved ap-
plications such as Raman spectroscopy, Coherent LIDAR and quantum optics. In life sci-
ence applications, the fast sampling capability and high detection efficiency of Megaframe
could be used to acquire fluorescence signals without any significant loss. Since each
SPAD acts as individual detector channels, higher SNR can be achieved which is a major
concern in medical applications. In LIDAR, the collection efficiency and single mode
conversion of PL can be effectively used for clean heterodyne mixing. As an effective
space-time imaging tool, the Megaframe opens a new route towards real-time soliton
imaging, time-stretch microscopy, and time-resolved back scattering imaging. By utilis-
ing higher order modes in fibre, more degrees of freedom can be achieved in time-stretch
confocal microscopy and imaging. In discrete optics, the state recycling technique us-
ing Megaframe can be used to observe phenomena in optical waveguides such as An-
derson localisation, Wannier-Stark localisation, Talbot’s effect, two particle interactions,
and topological edge states which are not possible with other existing imaging techniques.
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